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Preface

The use of software in measurement systems has dramatically increased in the
last few years, making many devices easier to use, more reliable and more
accurate. However, the hidden complexity within the software is a potential
source of undetected errors. Both users and developments of such systems must
be aware of the risks involved and take appropriate precautions.

In this Guide, we consider the implications of the use of software in mea-
surement systems. Such software could be embedded within the measurement
system, be provided by the system supplier but be separate from the mea-
surement system, or could be developed separately to work with one or many
types of measurement system. The key issue is to preserve the integrity of the
measurement process.

Although users of measurement systems have a different perspective than the
developers of measurement systems, just one Guide is provided. The reason for
this is that the user needs to understand what the developer can reasonably pro-
vide to demonstrate the integrity of the measurements. Equally, the developer
needs to be aware of the legitimate concerns of the users in order to provide
assurance in a manner that can be accepted by the users. In a competitive
market, a consistent approach to quality assurance for measurement software is
required.

This Guide is provided in two parts. The first part is a Management
Overview of the area which defines a framework for an approach to quality
assurance. This framework is based upon a risk assessment which is then used
to determine the most appropriate validation techniques to be applied.

The second part of the Guide provides the technical details of the validation
techniques recommended. This material is supported by many references, re-
search papers and related documents which can assist in the application of the
techniques.

For convenience, the complete material of the Guide is only available in
electronic format. Users can decide what parts, if any, can be printed. Al-
ternatively, the material can be inspected by the use of an Internet Browser
or Adobe’s Acrobat reader. The Management Overview is available in printed
form, without the technical part or the appendices.

This Guide is based upon a previous guide that was published under the
Competing Precisely programme. However, this new Guide has a wider scope
and takes into account all the comments made on the previous guide.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Almost all of the current generation of measurement systems contain a signifi-
cant amount of software. Since it is hard to quantify the reliability or quality
of such software, two questions immediately arise:

• As a user of such a system, how can I be assured that the software is of a
sufficient standard to justify its use?

• As a supplier of such software, what development techniques should I use,
and how can I assure my customers of the quality of the resulting software?

This Guide addresses these two questions. The intended readership are those
responsible for software in measurement systems and those using such software.
Since progress depends on both the user and supplier, this Guide merges both
views, but distinguishes them by reference to user and supplier when necessary.

Software written as a research project or to demonstrate the feasibility of a
new form of measurement is excluded from the scope of this Guide.

The Guide surveys current good practice in software engineering and relates
this practice to applications involving measurement systems. Known pitfalls are
illustrated with suggested means of avoiding them.

The general approach is a four stage process as follows:

1. An analysis of the physical process upon which the measurement system
is based.

2. A risk assessment based upon a model of a measurement system with its
software.

3. An assessment of integrity required on the software, based upon the risk
assessment (called the Software Integrity Level).

4. Guidance on the software engineering methods to be employed determined
by the Software Integrity Level.

It must be emphasised that there is no simple universal method (silver bullet)
for producing correct software and therefore skill, sound technical judgement
and care are required. Moreover, if it is essential for the quality of the software
to be demonstrated to a third party, then convincing evidence is needed which
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should be planned by the supplier as an integral part of the software development
process.

To aid in the application of this Guide, detailed technical material and check
lists are provided in part II.

To avoid complexity in the wording of this Guide, it is assumed that the
software is already in existence. It is clear that use could be made of the Guide
during the development, but it is left to the reader to formulate its use in that
context.

No consideration has been given here of the possibility of standardising this
material, or obtaining some formal status for it.

The use of software either within or in conjunction with a measurement
system can provide additional functions in a very cost-effective manner. More-
over, some measurement systems cannot function without software. Hence, it
is not surprising that there is an exponential growth of software in this area.
Unfortunately these changes can give rise to problems in ensuring that the
software is of an appropriate quality.

The problem with software is largely one of unexpected complexity. Software
embedded with a measurement system could be inside just one ROM chip and
yet consist of 1Mbyte of software. Software of such a size is well beyond that
for which one can attain virtually 100% confidence. This implies that one has
to accept that there is a possibility of errors occurring in such software.

An area in which there has been a substantial effort to remove software errors
is in safety applications, and hence the methods used and specified in safety-
critical systems are used here as an indication of what might be achievable,
typically at a significant cost. For general advice in this area, see [HF-GUIDE].

An example area in which very high standards are required in software
production is that for airborne flight-critical software. The costs for producing
such software can easily be one man-day per machine instruction — obviously
too demanding for almost all software within measurement systems. Hence the
main objective behind this Guide is to strike a balance between development
cost and the proven quality of the software.

This Guide does not cover the application of measurement systems to safety
applications. It is hoped that this issue might be handled in a revised version
of this Guide produced under a subsequent SSf M programme.

The main approach taken here is one of risk assessment as a means of
determining the most appropriate level of rigour (and cost) that should be
applied in a specific context.

A major problem to be faced with software is that the failure modes are quite
different than with a simple instrument without software. An example of this
is that of the non-linear behaviour of software in contrast to simple measuring
devices — see Software is non-linear in section A.1.

4
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Chapter 2

Standards and Legal
Requirements

There are a number of standards which specify requirements for software in
measurement systems which are collected together here with an indication of
the issues to be covered by this Guide. The more relevant standards appear
first. Standards are important since they are an agreement between the user
and supplier communities.

ISO/IEC 17025. In due course, this new standard [ISO 17025] will replace
both ISO Guide 25 and EN 45001. The vital paragraph on computers is
as follows:

5.4.7.2 When computers or automated equipment are used for
the acquisition, processing, recording, reporting, storage or re-
trieval of test or calibration data, the laboratory shall ensure
that:
a) computer software developed by the user is documented in
sufficient detail and suitably validated as being adequate for use;
b) procedures are established and implemented for protecting
the data; such procedures shall include, but not be limited to,
integrity and confidentiality of data entry or collection, data
storage, data transmission and data processing;
c) computers and automated equipment are maintained to ensure
proper functioning and are provided with the environmental and
operating conditions necessary to maintain the integrity of test
and calibration data.
NOTE Commercial off the shelf software, (e.g., word processing,
database and statistical programmes) in general use within its
designed application range may be considered sufficiently vali-
dated. However, laboratory software configuration/modifications
should be validated as in 5.4.7.2a.

One can see that the main emphasis is upon software developed by the
user rather that the software embedded within an instrument or that
within standard packages. Although the major risk may well be with
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user-developed software, it should not be assumed that other software is
without any risk. It would be reasonable to make no checks on word
processing software, but just inspect the resulting documents. The same
is not true of Spreadsheets where unstable (or less than ideal) algorithms
have been used which cannot be easily so easily detected[R-25]. Similarly,
simple embedded software should not be a serious risk[SMART]. However,
complex software is bound to be a risk since one cannot expect all possible
uses to have been checked by the supplier.

ISO/IEC Guide 25. This is the ISO equivalent [ISO 25] of the M10 (see
below). Paragraph 10.6 states:

Calculations and data transfers shall be subject to appropriate checks.

Paragraph 10.7 states:

Where computers or automated equipment are used for the capture, pro-
cessing, manipulation, recording, reporting, storage or retrieval of calibra-
tion or test data, the laboratory shall ensure that:

1. the requirements of this Guide are complied with;

2. computer software is documented and adequate for use;

3. procedures are established and implemented for protecting the in-
tegrity of data; such procedures shall include, but not be limited to,
integrity of data entry or capture, data storage, data transmission
and data processing;

4. computer and automated equipment is maintained to ensure proper
functioning and provided with the environmental and operating condi-
tions necessary to maintain the integrity of calibration and test data;

5. it[the laboratory] establishes and implements appropriate procedures
for the maintenance of security of data including the prevention of
unauthorized access to, and the unauthorized amendment of, com-
puter records.

This Guide gives the most detailed indication of the requirements, and
hence is the most useful for both development and assessment.

An IT interpretation of Guide 25 is provided by ISO/IEC TR 13233
[ISO 13233]; however this interpretation does not specifically deal with
software in measurement systems, although it could be extended to do so
in the future.

EN45001. This standard [EN45001] is the European equivalent to the previous
standard. Section 5.4.1 states that: All calculation and data transfers shall
be subject to appropriate checks. Where results are derived by electronic
data processing techniques, the reliability and stability of the system shall
be such that the accuracy of the results is not affected. The system shall
be able to detect malfunctions during programme execution and take ap-
propriate action.

The standard gives a different gloss on the same area. Here, (numerical)
stability and reliability are mentioned, but security and integrity are not.
Again, following this Guide should ensure compliance with this standard.
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M10. This document is the UKAS laboratory accreditation standard [M10].
Section 8.6 states: The Laboratory shall establish procedures when using
computer data processing to ensure that the collection, entry, processing,
storage, or transmission of calibration or test data is in accordance with
the requirements of this Standard. Section 8.7 states: Calculations and
data transfers shall be subject to appropriate checks.

In practice, these requirements are interpreted by the UKAS Assessor. It
is hoped that this Guide will aid this interpretation and reduce the risk
of the Assessor taking a different view from the Laboratory.

Legal Metrology. The WELMEC documents summarise the position for such
applications [WELMEC-2.3, WELMEC-7.1]. The measuring instrument
in this class includes weighing machines, gas/water/electricity meters,
breath analysers and exhaust gas analysers. The requirements here
derive from the EU Directive 90/384/EEC which has three relevant parts
as follows:

1. Annex I, No 8.1: Design and construction of the instruments shall
be such that the instruments will preserve their metrological qualities
when properly used and installed, and when used in an environment
for which they are intended....

2. Annex I, No 8.5: The instruments shall have no characteristics likely
to facilitate fraudulent use, whereas possibilities for unintentional
misuse shall be minimal. Components that may not be dismantled
or adjusted by the user shall be secured against such actions.

3. Annex II, No 1.7: The applicant shall keep the notified body that has
issued the EC type-approval certificate informed of any modification
to the approved type....

Clearly, only part of these requirements is relevant to the software of
measurement systems in general. The WELMEC Guides derives three
specific requirements for software from the above Directives as follows:

1. Section 3.1: The legally relevant software shall be protected against
intentional changes with common software tools.

2. Section 3.2: Interfaces between the legally relevant software and the
software parts not subject to legal control shall be protective.

3. Section 3.3: There must be a software identification, comprising the
legally relevant program parts and parameters, which is capable of
being confirmed at verification.

In the context of measurement systems not within the ambit of legal
requirements, there are two important principles to be noted from the
above:

• The handling of the basic measurement data should be of demonstra-
bly high integrity.

• The software should be properly identified (this arises from config-
uration control with ISO 9001 [ISO 9001, NIS37], in any case, but
there is no requirement that ISO 9001 is applied to such machines).
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IEC 601-1-4. The standard covers the software in medical devices [IEC 601]
and is used both in Europe to support a Directive and by the FDA in
the USA [FDA]. The standard is based upon risk assessment with the
software engineering based upon ISO 9000-3 [ISO 9000-3]. The flavour
of the standard can be judged from a few key extracts below, with those
parts relevant to this Guide being:

1. Section 52.204.3.1.2: Hazards shall be identified for all reasonably
foreseeable circumstances including: normal use; incorrect use.

2. Section 52.204.3.1.6: Matters considered shall include, as appropri-
ate: compatibility of system components, including hardware and soft-
ware; user interface, including command language, warning and error
messages; accuracy of translation of text used in the user interface
and ‘instructions for use’; data protection from human intentional or
unintentional causes; risk/benefit criteria; third party software.

3. Section 52.204.4.4: Risk control methods shall be directed at the cause
of the hazard (e.g. by reducing its likelihood) or by introducing protec-
tive measures which operate when the cause of the hazard is present,
or both, using the following priority: inherent safe design; protective
measures including alarms; adequate user information on the residual
risk.

4. Section 52.207.3: Where appropriate the specification shall include
requirements for: allocation of risk control measures to subsystems
and components of the system; redundancy; diversity; failure rates
and modes of components; diagnostic coverage; common cause fail-
ures; systematic failures; test interval and duration; maintainability;
protection from human intentional or unintentional causes.

5. Section 52.208.2: Where appropriate, requirements shall be specified
for: software development methods; electronic hardware; computer
aided software engineering (CASE) tools; sensors; human-system in-
terface; energy sources; environmental conditions; programming lan-
guage; third party software.

It can be seen that this standard is mainly system-oriented and does not
have very much to state about the software issues. However, the key
message is that the level of criticality of the software must be assessed,
and the best engineering solution may well be to ensure the software is
not very critical. This standard covers only instruments which are on-line
to the patient as opposed used to analyse specimens from a patient (say).
Not all medical applications could be regarded as “measurement systems”,
and therefore the relevance of this guide needs to be considered.

DO-178B. This is the standard [DO-178B] for civil avionics safety-critical
software. It is not directly relevant. However, if an instrument were
flight-critical, then any software contained within it would need to comply
with this standard. In practice, instruments are replicated using diverse
technologies and hence are not often flight-critical. This standard is
very comprehensive, and specifies an entire software development process,
including details on the exact amount of testing to be applied.

8
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The conclusion for this Guide is that this standard is only relevant for very
high-risk contexts in which it is thought appropriate to apply the most
demanding software engineering techniques. This standard can be taken
as an ideal goal, not achievable in practice, due to resource constraints.

IEC 61508. This standard is a generic standard for all safety-critical applica-
tions [IEC 61508]. In contrast to the previous standard, this one allows
for many methods of compliance. A catalogue is provided in Part 3 of
the standard which handles the software issues. This catalogue is used
here as a means of selecting specific methods that may be appropriate in
some contexts. This generic standard is less demanding than the previous
one, and hence could be applied without the same demands on resources.
Guidelines for use within the motor industry have been developed from
this standard [MISRA].

The conclusion for this Guide is that this standard is not directly rele-
vant (unless the measurement system is used in safety applications), but
could be applied in specific contexts. The catalogue of techniques pro-
vides a reference point to a wide variety of software engineering methods.
For an analysis of this standard for accreditation and certification, see
[UKAS-61508].

A very informative report [NORDTEST], that has many parallels to this
one, undertakes an assessment of devices which could be a measurement
system based upon an early draft of IEC 1508 (now 61508).

For a detailed research study of assessing instruments for safety applica-
tion by means of a worked example, see the SMART Reliability study
[SMART]. This study was based upon (an earlier edition of) this Guide,
but enhanced to reflect the safety requirements. The issue of the qualifi-
cation of SMART instruments in safety applications is noted as a research
topic in a Health and Safety Commission report [HSC].

The conclusion from this survey of the standards is that most of their
requirements on software are broadly similar and that aiming to meet all the
requirements is a reasonable way of proceeding. One exception to this is that
the very demanding requirements in DO-178B cannot be realistically merged
with the others. Hence, if a measurement system is required to meet the most
demanding levels of DO-178B, then that cannot be expected of an instrument
designed to satisfy the other standards mentioned here. Thus this Guide aims to
provide advice on producing software which will satisfy any of these standards,
with the exception of DO-178B (levels A and B) and IEC 61508.

9
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Chapter 3

From Physics to
Measurement

A measuring device is based, of course, on physical properties. However, the
underlying physics can be very simple and well-established, or complex, or not
well-established. The software may need model a complex physical process and
therefore require a demanding validation process.

3.1 Specification of the physical processes

The issues which arise from the modelling of physical processes are considered
in the Modelling Theme of the SSf M programme [SSfM-Model] but are sum-
marised here.

In a perfect world, building a mathematical model and solving it would be
a well-defined process. It is the fact that the model is an approximation of the
real world that causes difficulties.

Two questions have to be addressed (essentially by the supplier, but the user
needs to consider this also to appreciate the risk involved):

• Does the software specification provide a faithful implementation of the
physics underlying the operation of the measurement system?

• Does the software implement the specification correctly?

In particular, the first question can be quite difficult to answer and requires
input from an expert physicist (rather than mathematician or software engi-
neer).

3.2 Producing the model

Some of the issues to be considered:

1. The use of a mathematical model to provide the conceptual interface
between the metrology and the software. The model must includes de-
scriptions of

10
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• the measured quantities,

• the errors in the measured quantities,

• the measurement result(s),

• the relationship between measured quantities and measurement re-
sult(s).

2. There is a wide range of complexities of mathematical model. However,
the model is generally required to be sufficiently complex to reflect accu-
rately the physical situation but also sufficiently simple for the software
computations based on the model to be feasible.

3. An estimate of the measurement result is obtained by solving the model
in some sense taking into account the defined error structure. Again, the
complexity of this process can vary widely.

4. Approximations and assumptions are often made when writing down the
mathematical model. Models are generally approximate (certainly for
empirical models but also for physical models), and model validation is
a means to understand and quantify any modelling error. Assumptions
are also made about the errors in the measured quantities (particularly
with regard to the underlying probability distributions) which then affects
the solution process and the accuracy of the measurement result. Metrics
such as bias and efficiency1 are often used to measure and compare the
performance of different solution algorithms that reflect different sets of
assumptions.

5. The procedure for establishing the internal data, such as calibration con-
stants, might be considerably more complicated that the procedure imple-
mented by the measurement system’s software.

6. The need to consider the affect of the control software. For example, the
control software might make the model more complicated by introducing
additional measurement error.

3.3 Validating the implementation of the model

Having established a software specification, the second question is generally
more clear-cut. It is the subject of the SSf M numerical software testing project,
although there are perhaps some particular issues that arise for software that is
embedded within a measurement system:

• The requirements on the software, for example, numerical accuracy re-
quirements, are typically dictated by the physical application.

• The software can be tested in isolation from control software and basic
instrument.

1These two measures relate to the skewness and spread (respectively) of the resulting
measurement caused by the error in the raw measurement data, for which an uncertainty
estimate is produced; see forthcoming report on Uncertainty.
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• In common with other SSf M projects, when model validation is required,
we advocate the use of Monte-Carlo simulation to validate the mathemat-
ical model.

We have several categories of measurement system technology in this area:

Validated physics: This means that the physical model is widely understood
and used. Any discrepancy in practice between the model and the obser-
vations are within the tolerance of the accuracy specified for the measure-
ment system. Obviously, it should be possible to quote a reference to the
physical model in the reviewed literature.

Physics can be modelled: The physics can be modelled, but there is no
widely agreed literature supporting such a model as the basis of a mea-
surement system. Hence, for high assurance measurement, it is necessary
to validate the model being used. See the relevant part of the SSf M
programme for research and information in this area [SSfM-Model].

Underlying model uncertain (pragmatic approach): In some situations,
there is no precise physical model which can be expressed mathematically.
A pragmatic approach may be needed, such as calibration at a number of
points together with interpolation when in use. The implications of such
a method needs to be understood. For instance, it is necessary to ensure
that any non-linear effects are properly taken into account. (See 3.7 for a
problem in this area.)

Physics being researched: In this situation, even the model is still be be
determined. Measurement systems in this category are not included within
the scope of the Guide.

The supplier should be able to inform the user which of the above categories
applies to a specific measurement system.

Given a measurement system as a black-box, then the physical process being
used might not be apparent. Obviously, in that case, the measurement system
can only be tested as a whole and therefore the question of the quality of
the software does not arise directly. This implies that any errors that may
be presence in the software could only be observed by appropriate use of the
measurement system.

3.4 A measurement system model

In order to provide a framework for the discussion of the software for a measure-
ment system, we present here a simple model. The components of the model in
Figure 3.1 are as follows:

Basic instrument. The basic instrument contains no software. It performs
functions according to the control logic and provides output. This in-
strument itself is outside the scope of this Guide, but it is essential that
the properties of the instrument are understood in order to undertake an
effective appraisal of the software. The basic instrument contains sensors
and appropriate analogue/digital converters.
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Basic instrument

Control software

Data processing software

Internal data Operator/user

Specimen in environment

Results

Key

Flow of basic
measurement
or test data

Figure 3.1: A model of a measurement system
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Control software. This software processes output from the basic instrument
for the purpose of undertaking control actions.

Data processing software. This software performs a series of calculations on
data from the basic instrument, perhaps in conjunction with the control
software, to produce the main output from the measurement system. (In
the case of complex measurement systems, like Coordinate Measuring Ma-
chines, the data processing software provided can include a programming
language to facilitate complex and automatic control.)

Internal data. This data is held internally to the measurement system. A
typical example would be calibration data. Another example might be a
clock which could be used to ‘time-out’ a calibration.

Operator/user. In some cases, there is an extended dialogue with the user
which implies that the control function can be quite complex. This dia-
logue could be automated via some additional software (which therefore
could be included or excluded from this model).

In this model, we are not concerned about the location of the software.
For instance, the control software could be embedded within the measurement
system, but the data processing software could be in a PC or workstation. It
is even possible for the subsequent data processing to involve several computers
via a Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS). In applying this
Guide, you may have a choice in deciding where to draw the line at the bottom
of this diagram. For instance, one could decide to include or exclude a LIMS. If
the LIMS is considered, then reference [LIMS] on a medical application provides
some useful insights. The integrity of the production of the test/measurement
certification should not be forgotten [NIS41].

The basic measurement/test data is a key element in this structure. The
major requirement is to show that the processing and entire flow of this data
has suitable integrity. Note that in the area of legal metrology, the basic
measurement data is converted into money (say, in a petrol pump) and this
therefore has the same status as the basic measurement data.

It is important to decide the scope of the measurement system. For instance,
in DNA analysis, samples are analysed for the Base-Pairs in the DNA. Subse-
quently, the Base-Pairs found are compared with other sample or population
statistics to prepare a statement for the Courts. In this context, it seems that
only the determination of the Base-Pairs could be regarded as measurement
system software.

3.5 Abstraction at several levels

A measurement system model can exist at several levels and the appropriate
level of abstraction must be chosen to fit the objectives of validation. The
different levels are illustrated with reference to a Coordinate Measuring Machine
(CMM), see figure 3.2.

The basic machine just produces (x, y, z) coordinates from some artifact.
Hence the processing software within the basic instrument is probably quite
simple — just performing a small calibration correction to the raw data. On
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Figure 3.2: Levels of measurement system abstraction
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the other hand, the control software could be quite complex if the measurement
probe is to be moved round a complex object. One would like to be assured
that this complex control software cannot result in false measurements.

Now consider another measurement system which measures artifacts to de-
termine their sphericity (departure from a sphere). This measurement system is
actually a CMM with some additional software running on a PC. We now have
a measurement system with complex data processing software which needs to
be carefully checked if the measurement of the departure from a sphere is to be
authenticated.

We can envisage a further level where the sphericity data is processed by
visualisation software on the user’s PC. The complete system from CMM probe
to images on the user’s PC is a measurement system and it may be appropriate
to validate the system including the visualisation software.

All three examples satisfy the model of a measurement system used in this
Guide. However, it is clear that the implications are very different. Hence it is
important that the appropriate level of abstraction is chosen for the application
in mind.

3.6 Example 1: Druck’s pressure transducer

As part of the research programme funded by the Nuclear Industry, NPL un-
dertook a study on the reliability of SMART instruments [SMART]. This study
was specifically to investigate the software aspects of reliability which required
that the software design and implementation was analysed. To this end, Druck
Ltd assisted NPL in providing full details of the software. NPL was effectively
taking the role of the user (on behalf of the nuclear industry with a safety
application), while Druck was the supplier.

The results of this study can be summarised as follows:

1. The physical model used was simple.

2. Modelling the physics within the instrument was numerically sound.

3. The software, written in C, passed all the tests run by NPL.

4. There was no reason why such an instrument, using software, should not
be used in a safety application.

NPL had complete visibility of the software, and the results satisfied the
specification of the instrument.

3.7 Example 2:
A vacuum pressure measurement device

NPL has had experience in the past with a pressure measurement device in the
vacuum range which works by observing the slowing down of a rotating sphere.
For low pressures, the rate of deceleration of the sphere is proportional to the
pressure. However, at higher pressures, which is within the range of the device,
the linear relationship breaks down. Software within the device compensates for
this. However, NPL observed that this compensation was not correct in parts of
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the range, thus giving rise to a ‘kink’ in the graph of the actual pressure against
the observed pressure.

Several lessons can be learned from this example:

1. Compensation for a non-linear response should be specified by the mea-
surement system supplier in case the user wishes to take note of any
potential risk that this might entail.

2. The dangers are clearly greater if high accuracy is required.

3. If the ‘raw’ data from the measurement system is available (in this case,
the observed deceleration), then the compensation can be done externally
or checked separately.

4. Even if a spot check is made for a single high value, the compensation
error might not be detected.
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Chapter 4

Assessing the Risks

In this section, we undertake an analysis of a measurement system and its
related software, the purpose of which is to make an objective assessment of the
likely risks associated with a software error. For a general discussion on risk, see
[RISKS]. The primary responsibility for the risk assessment must rest with the
user, but for the user to undertake this in a meaningful manner, information
from the supplier is often vital.

4.1 Risk factors

The first step in undertaking the risk assessment is to characterise the measure-
ment system according to aspects which influence the risk. Hence we list those
aspects below.

Criticality of Usage. It is clear that the usage of some measurement systems
is more critical than others. For instance, a medical instrument could be
critical to the well-being of a patient. On the other hand, a device to
measure noise intensity is probably less critical.

To make an objective assessment of the level of criticality of usage, we
need a scale which we give in increasing criticality as: critical, business-
critical, potentially life-critical and life-critical.

One of the major problems in this area is that a supplier may well be
unaware of the criticality of the application. The user may well assume
that the measurement system is suitable for highly critical applications,
while the supplier may well prefer to exclude such usage. For an example
of this problem see Buyer beware! in Appendix A.4.

Legal requirements. Several measurement systems are used in contexts for
which there are specific legal requirements, such as the WELMEC guide
[WELMEC-2.3]. In such a context, a measurement system malfunction
could have serious consequences.

To make an assessment, the user needs to know if there are any specific
legal requirements for the measurement system and have a reference to
these. (It may be necessary to check what current legislation applies.)
For a general-purpose measurement system, the supplier may not have
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produced the measurement system to satisfy the legal requirements of a
particular usage.

Complexity of control. The control function of the software can range from
being almost non-existent to having substantial complexity. Aspects of
the control will be visible to the operator in those cases in which operator
options are available. Some control may be invisible, such as a built-in
test function to help detect any hardware malfunction.

Many aspects of control are to make the device simpler to use, and protect
the operator against mis-use which might be feasible otherwise. This type
of control is clearly highly advantageous, but it may be unclear if any error
in its operating software could produce a false reading. Hence aspects of
the complexity of the user-instrument interface are considered here.

Very simple. An example of a very simple control is when the mea-
surement system detects if there is a specimen in place, either by
means of a separate detector, or from the basic data measurement
reading. The result of this detection is to produce a more helpful
display read-out.

Simple. An example here might be temperature control which is under-
taken so that temperature variation cannot affect the basic measure-
ment data.

Modest. An example of modest complexity arises if the measurement
system takes the operator through a number of stages, ensuring that
each stage is satisfactorily complete before the next is started. This
control can have an indirect effect upon the basic test/measurement
data, or a software error could have a significant effect upon that
data.

Complex1. An example of complex control is when the software con-
tributes directly to the functionality of the measurement system. For
instance, if the measurement system moves the specimen, and these
movements are software controlled and have a direct bearing upon
the measurement/test results.

The supplier should be able to provide the user with the measure of the
complexity of control on the above scale.

Complexity of processing of data. In this context, we are concerned with
the processing of the raw data from the basic instrument (i.e., the instru-
ment without the software). In the case of software embedded within the
measurement system itself, the raw data may not be externally visible.
This clearly presents a problem for any independent assessment; however,
it should be the case that the nature of the raw data is clear and that
the form of processing is well-defined. Calibration during manufacture
would typically allow for ‘raw data’ to be displayed in appropriate units.
(Subsequent to the calibration during manufacture, the raw data may not
be available to the user.)

1This term should not be confused with that in complex arithmetic — readers are invited
to propose another term should they find it confusing.
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Very simple. In this case, the processing is a linear transformation of
the raw data only, and with no adjustable calibration taking place.

Simple. Simple non-linear correction terms can be applied here, together
with the application of calibration data. A typical example is the
application of a small quadratic correction term to a nearly linear
instrument which is undertaken to obtain a higher accuracy of mea-
surement.

Modest. Well-known published algorithms are applied to the raw data.
The assumption here is that the algorithms used are numerically
stable. For an example of a problem that can arise in this area, see
Numerical instability in section A.2.

Complex. Anything else.

The supplier should be able to provide the user with the measure of the
complexity of data processing on the above scale.

A risk assessment must be based upon the visible information. Some complex
devices may internally record information which is difficult or impossible access.
Examples of such information is the selection of operator options, or low-level
data within a complex system. For programmable systems, it should be possible
to reconstruct the program from a listing, and repeat the execution from the
data recorded from a prior execution.

The user needs to study the information provided by the supplier to confirm
that the risk assessment is based upon a correct understanding of the measure-
ment system.

4.2 Some examples

In the case of Druck’s pressure transducer (see 3.6 and [SMART]), from the
supplier’s point of view it is business-critical, but from the point of view of
its application in the nuclear power plant, it is life-critical. In practice, this
mis-match requires that any additional validation needed from safety application
would need to be funded by the users.

In the cases of safety applications, additional legal requirements apply. How-
ever, the scope of this research does not currently cover the safety issues — here
we merely point out the potential risks.

There is no doubt that the majority of measurement systems perform very
simple or simple processing on the raw data. It would be reasonable to assume
the risks of the software error were quite low, but the example of the vacuum
pressure measurement device (see 3.7) shows that such risks cannot be totally
ignored.

4.3 A warning from history

From 1985, for a period of 5 years, the FDA had been warning the pharmaceuti-
cal industry that it was expecting it not only to validate their processes but also
the computer systems that were involved. Unfortunately the pharmaceutical
industry did not take this warning on board.
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In 1991 the FDA conducted a foreign inspection of pharmaceutical companies
in Europe and, for the first time, included computer validation.

At a number of sites the FDA issued a 483 (major non compliance) against
the computer control system of an Autoclave for not being validated. An
autoclave is used to sterilise drugs after container filling.

The non compliances were noted as:

• No formal plans stating the validation requirements (i.e., Validation Plan).

• Specifications were not available to define the intended software operation.

• No qualification protocols defining testing or acceptance criteria.

• Inadequate accuracy checks, input-output checks and alarm testing.

• Inadequate change and version control of software.

• No final review of the evidence demonstrating validation (i.e., Validation
Report).

A validation plan was immediately drawn up for the Autoclave and put
into action. It covered specification generation, installation qualification (IQ
— hardware testing), operational qualification (OQ — software testing), code
walk-throughs and supplier audits.

The results were surprising.

1. In the IQ/OQ phases one alarm code was found to be missing, two limits
were crossed over and the real time clock was found to be of insufficient
accuracy over a period of time to support integration techniques.

2. The more critical areas of code were checked by walking through the
program to ensure that it had been correctly coded to function in the
way it was designed and that it had been written to the company defined
standard.

The Code Walk-through addressed:

• Software Design.
• Adherence to coding standards.
• Software Logic
• Absence of redundant code.
• Critical Algorithms.
• Software control.
• Level of code comments/explanation.

The software was well written but the main algorithm for calculating F0

(F0 is defined as the time during which sterilisation is actually performed
at 121◦C i.e., time of microbial destruction effectiveness) was found to
ignore summation of a small area under the curve giving a lower F0

calculation over the sterilisation period. The result of this was to subject
the product to a longer sterilisation period than required.

The computer manufacturer was informed of the findings and the company
responded quickly in rectifying the problems.
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3. In setting up the supplier audits for the Autoclave it was discovered that
the computer system was built and tested by a computer manufacturer and
then application programmed and fitted by the autoclave manufacturer.
A decision was taken to audit both companies.

The computer manufacturer was situated in a building where the complete
hardware and software design process was carried out. The full life cycle
was checked out, right through to testing and final shipment packing to
Autoclave manufacturer. No problems were encountered and a high degree
of confidence was recorded in the manufacture of the computer system.

A visit was then paid to the Autoclave manufacturer and the audit trail
started from where the tested computer system was delivered into stores.
The stores was at one end of a very large workshop area where approxi-
mately 20 autoclaves of various sizes were in different stages of manufac-
ture. The computer system was followed to a small computer workshop,
next to the stores, where the correct sequence software was installed for the
Autoclave it was to control. From there it was followed to the workshop
floor where it was stored under the nearest workbench to the autoclave
it was designated for. Building an autoclave, which is essentially a large
kettle, is mainly an engineering and plumbing task hence there were many
workbenches around for people to use. It was noticed that some of the
unpacked, unprotected computer systems were beneath bench vices and
in a number of cases metal filings had dropped onto the computer case
which had open air vents in it. A number of other major problems were
found, one being that there were no written tests or recorded test data. It
depended on the person building the autoclave and the test plan he kept
in his head.

Once the problems were pointed out to the Autoclave manufacturer, the
company responded very quickly and now have a completely different
method of computer integration and test which ensures the computer
controlled autoclave is produced to the highest quality.

4.4 Conclusions

The above example has been supplied to NPL by industry as an example of the
problems actually encountered. The originators wish to remain anonymous.

The conclusions are clear: a risk assessment needs to be undertaken as early
as feasible and the consequences followed through the entire process of the use
of the system.

In the above case, the legal requirements were crucial. Even without that,
the pharmaceutical supplier needs to be assured that the Autoclave performs the
intended function, since a failure could have terrible consequences. In this case,
the Autoclave supplier accepted the requirement for an audit and undertook
the necessary remedial action. The purchase of off-the-shelf equipment may
well present more problems in gaining visibility of the necessary information.
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Chapter 5

Software Implications

At this stage, we are looking at the measurement system as a black box but
assuming that some questions can be asked (and answered) which might not
be directly apparent from the measurement system. The underlying reasoning
behind the questions is to assess the affects of the risk factors involved. If
some key questions can not be answered, then clearly any assessment must be
incomplete.

5.1 Software issues

The first part is to go through the previous section of this Guide and characterise
the measurement system in terms of all the parameters mentioned there.

We now have a set of additional issues to attempt to resolve as follows, in
the form of open questions:

1. What degree of confidence can be obtained in the measurement system
merely by performing ‘end-to-end’ tests1, i.e, using the measurement sys-
tem with specimens of known characteristics?

Such tests just regard the entire measurement system as a black-box and
effectively ignore that software is involved. To answer this leading question
you need to take into account the risk factors noted above. For instance,
if complex software is being used which uses unpublished algorithms, then
high confidence cannot be established.

As a user, you may have no visibility of the software and hence this could
be the only form of testing that could be undertaken. This will clearly
limit the assurance that can be obtained, at least if the software alone
could cause the measurement system to malfunction.

As a supplier, you may need to provide some additional information on
the measurement system for those users who require high assurance.

(Note that this type of testing is distinct from conventional black-box
testing of the software since the software is only exercised in conjunction
with the basic instrument.)

1The term ‘end-to-end’ is used for testing the measurement system as a whole — readers
are invited to propose another term should they find this confusing.
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2. In the case in which the processing of the basic data is modest or com-
plex, can the raw data be extracted so that an independent check on the
software can be applied?

Consider a case in which a Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM) is
being used to determine the degree of departure of an artifact from a
perfect sphere. The basic CMM will provide the x, y, z coordinates of
points on the surface of the artifact, and additional software will determine
the departure from the sphere. For high assurance, it is essential that
the additional software should be tested in isolation, preferable using
Reference Test Sets [ISO 10360-6].

3. Has essentially the same software for the data processing been applied to a
similar measurement system for which reliability data is available? (Note
that there is a degree of subjective judgement here which implies that the
question should be considered by someone who is suitably qualified.)

The supplier may regard such information as commercially sensitive and
hence is not provided to the user, or is only available under a non-disclosure
agreement.

4. For this measurement system, is there a record available of all software
errors located? Under what terms, if any, can this information be made
available?

The user could reasonably request this information and the supplier should
be able to supply it, perhaps under some non-disclosure agreement. Note
that the existence of such a log is a requirement of quality management
systems, like ISO 9001 [ISO 9001].

5. To what extent can the complexity in the control software result in false
measurement/test data being produced?

The user is likely to have great difficult in answering this question while
the supplier may be confident of the measurement system, but finds it
difficult to provide objective evidence to support that confidence.

6. If the operator interface is complex, can this be assessed against the
documentation? How important is operator training in this?

In this case the user is in an ideal position to independently check the
documentation. The supplier would no doubt welcome constructive feed-
back.

5.2 Software Integrity Levels

At this point, the user should have sufficient information available to make an
assessment of the integrity required of the software taking into account all the
factors above including the target risk to be taken. This assessment should be
as objective as possible, but is bound to have a modest degree of subjectivity.
If answering the six questions above is straightforward, raising no problems,
then the Software Integrity Level is the same as the complexity of the
data processing above. Hence, unless answering the above questions reveals
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additional problems, very simple complexity of data processing would have a
Software Integrity Level of 1.

Thus classify the result of this process as follows:

Software Integrity Level 1. The data processing software is very simple.
No significant problems were revealed in the analysis.

Software Integrity Level 2. The data processing software is simple or some
problems were encountered and the processing was very simple.

Software Integrity Level 3. There is at least one major unquantifiable as-
pect to the software. This could be an inability to check the software since
there is no facility to provide the raw data (combined with complex pro-
cessing). Another possibility might be that the control software influences
the basic measurement/test data in ways that cannot be quantified.

Software Integrity Level 4. Here we either have complex processing which
is difficult to validate, or processing of modest complexity with significant
additional problems (or both!).

As the software integrity level increases, so should the risk of errors be
reduced due the application of more rigorous software engineering techniques,
which is the topic of section 5.4.

Once the user has determined the software integrity level, this figure should
be agreed, if possible, with the supplier.

5.3 Computing the software integrity level

It has been suggested that there should be an algorithm for computing the
software integrity level from the information which is requested in the last two
sections. Each key factor is on a 4-point scale, as is the resulting software
integrity level. Hence one possibility is:

Software Integrity Level = max(Usage, Control, Processing) levels.
This suggestion has not been developed further since it seems to be difficult

to take into account all the factors necessary. For instance, even the maximum
function above is not quite correct since the complexity in the control function
could be off-set by other factors.

On balance, it seems more appropriate for the factors to be determined, the
check lists used, and then a subjective judgement made (which could well be
based upon the formula above). The important aspect is to show how, and
on what basis, the software integrity level was determined. Some alternative
methods are given in [IEC 61508].

5.4 Software validation techniques

Given a Software Integrity Level, then the risks can be mitigated by the
application of suitable software validation techniques. If the supplier can assure
the user that appropriate techniques have been applied, then the use of the
measurement system in the agreed role can be justified.
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The most appropriate techniques to apply depend upon the nature of the
software, and are considered in detail in part II.

As a user, the validation techniques used by the supplier may well be un-
known. In that case, the Guide can be reviewed by the supplier who can be
asked to comment, given the results of the risk assessment provided by the user.

A number of specific software techniques are described in part II, which
could be developed to satisfy the guidance for general software testing given
in [ISO 13233]. This would be a useful advance, since currently, methods like
Reference Test Sets are only recommended in the specific context of Coordinate
Measuring Machines [ISO 10360-6].

5.5 Software and quality management

For any software integrity level, basic practices must be established which could
be a direct consequence of the application of ISO 9001 to software [ISO 9001,
ISO 9000-3] or from the application of other standards. It can be claimed that
ISO 9001 itself requires the application of appropriate (unspecified) software
engineering techniques, especially for the higher levels of integrity. However,
even ISO 9000-3 does not even mention many such techniques and hence we
take the view that specific techniques should be recommended here, rather than
depend upon the general requirements of ISO 9001. In the pharmaceutical
sector, specific guidance has been produced which is effectively a version of ISO
9000-3 oriented to that sector [GAMP].

In the UK, it is reasonable to expect suppliers to be registered to ISO 9001,
which in the case of software should imply the application of TickIT (although
recently the TickIT Scheme has become a benchmark for any software certifica-
tion scheme for ISO 9001, rather than a software specific extension to ISO 9001
registration; see [UKAS-TickIT]). If a supplier is not registered, then one lacks
an independent audit on their quality system.

ISO 9001 provides a basic standard for quality management, whereas in
practice, companies will continually improve their system if the aim is high
quality. In any case, improvements in the light of experience are essentially
a requirement of ISO 9001. The standard implies a defined life-cycle which
is elaborated in [ISO 12207]. For those companies not formally registered to
ISO 9001, it is necessary that a similar quality management approach is used
and evidence for that can be produced.

To conclude, users should expect suppliers to be registered to ISO 9001, or
to be able to demonstrate compliance to a similar level of quality management.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

The attempt to answer the two questions posed at the beginning of the Guide
is limited by the information available. One must accept that the user of a
measurement system may not be able to obtain information from the supplier
to determine if appropriate software engineering practices have been used.

If end-to-end testing cannot be regarded as providing sufficient assurance of
the measurement system, then a user must consult the supplier to obtain the
assurance that is desired.

It must be accepted that assurance levels higher than the majority of the
users of a measurement system require, can probably only be achieved by
purchase of additional information from the supplier, perhaps even to the extent
of developing a special-purpose measurement system.
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Part II

Technical Application
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Chapter 7

Understanding the
Requirements

The main non-technical aspects of the requirements are covered in the first part
of this Guide. The purpose of this part is to provide additional information of
the software engineering aspects so that high assurance can be provided by a
supplier in a form which a user can appreciate. Hence this part is directed more
at the supplier than the user.

This Guide currently excludes safety aspects, specifically the certification of
measurement systems to IEC 61508 [IEC 61508]. It is hoped that additional
material can be added to cater for this in due course. We also exclude the
more specialised area of Programmable Logic Controllers, since another guide
is available covering this [IEE-PLC].

The general approach in Part I is followed here but with more detail. If high
assurance is required, then the detail presented here is necessary. In essence,
Part I only handles systems with a Software Integrity Level of 1.

The steps to achieve successful validation are illustrated in Figure 7.1. The
following points should be noted:

1. If as a user, your assessment of the risk is higher than that envisaged by
the supplier, then it may be difficult, or even impossible to obtain the
assurance required.

2. As a user, you may be able to reduce the risks by choosing a simpler
system with only just sufficient functionality to cover the application.

3. The Software Integrity Level is vital. Too low and the assurance is not
obtained, too high and effort will be wasted.

4. The choice of validation methods will determine the cost.

5. In this Guide, we are not concerned with formal validation (such as would
be required in many safety applications), so the report on validating a
measurement system may be somewhat informal, as illustrated in Ap-
pendix B.
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Start

Risk Assessment

Determine Software Level

Choose Validation Methods

Validation Report

Figure 7.1: Steps in Validation
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Chapter 8

Issues in Risk Assessment

Without a risk assessment one cannot be confident that any effort spent in
validation will be worthwhile. Clearly, if one can be assured that the software
within a measurement system can have no negative impact on the resulting mea-
surements, then all that needed is to record the reasons why this conclusion has
been reached. On the other hand, if the software is large and complex, and also
performs an essential function in producing the output from the measurement
system, and that output has a safety implication, then validation is essential.

The risk assessment should identify the key aspects so that the validation
process can target these important aspects. Almost all complex software systems
contain a high proportion of less critical code which could be checked by simpler
and cheaper methods than the more critical parts.

Measurement is a numerical process. In consequence, one must be confident
that the software processing of the numeric data produces a meaningful result.
Techniques are available to ensure the numerical soundness of the computations
within the measurement system, which should therefore be applied when the
assurance they provide is required.

8.1 Risk factors

The fundamental problem for the supplier is that the criticality of the usage of
a measurement system may be unknown, and therefore, a specific level must be
chosen. If a user of a measurement system wishes to use it in a more critical
application than the supplier has envisaged, then additional validation effort
may be required, which can involve much analysis work.

The issues which need to be considered are collected together here as ques-
tions. Not all of these will be relevant for a specific measurement system.

1. For the user, what is the criticality of usage?
critical /business-critical / potentially life-critical / life-critical

2. Is the supplier aware of the criticality of your application?

3. Are there specific legal requirements for the measurement system?

4. What are the consequences of a measurement system malfunction?
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5. Is independent evidence needed of the software development process?

6. Does the measurement system require regulatory approval?

7. What is the complexity of control?
very simple / simple /modest / complex

8. Does the measurement system perform built-in testing?

9. Do the control functions protect the operator from making specific errors?

10. Can an error in the control software cause an error in the basic test or
measurement data?

11. Is the raw data available from the measurement system?

12. Does the measurement system contain local data, such as that derived
from the last calibration?

13. Is the processing of the raw data strictly linear?

14. Is the processing of the raw data a simple non-linear correction?

15. Is the processing of the data restricted to published algorithms?

16. Have the algorithms in use been checked for numerical stability?

17. Would a numerical error, such as division by zero, be detected by the
software, or would erroneous results be produced? This will typically
depend upon the programming system used to produce the software, and
can vary from no detection of such errors to elaborate indications of the
exact point of failure. If no internal checks are applied, there is a greater
risk of a programming error resulting in erroneous results.

One should not necessarily regard performing a risk assessment as a once-
only function. Given an initial assessment, some validation work may be un-
dertaken. As part of that validation, more information will be available which
may imply that the risk assessment should be revised.

8.2 A simple example

A platinum resistance thermometer has a small amount of embedded software,
mainly to provide a convenient interface for the user. The basic algorithm is
to apply a small non-linear correction derived from the last calibration of the
measurement system.

Assuming the application is not life-critical, and that we have assurance
that the basic algorithm is as described above, then it would be reasonable to
conclude that end-to-end testing of the measurement system as a whole will
provide the assurance needed. In consequence, no specific software validation
process is required. The assurance provided by the supplier, working under an
appropriate quality management environment, should be sufficient.

For another, full example in which end-to-end testing provides high assur-
ance, see page 66.
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8.3 A complex example

Consider the example of the Autoclave in section 4.3. At first sight, the pharma-
ceutical company had every right to trust the Autoclave manufacturer to satisfy
the requirements. However, FDA required visibility of the evidence which should
support the correct operation of the Autoclave.

In undertaking the retrospective validation, errors were found in the compu-
tation of the (agreed) formula. Fortunately, the error was on the side of safety,
but it seems clear that the error could have been unsafe so that the Autoclave
did not sterilise the artifacts.

In terms of this Guide, the computation was modest since it involved
integration over time. In this case, the errors in the clock compounded the
problem.

The measurement of time and temperature to the accuracy required by
this application is not demanding. In consequence, the trust placed by the
pharmaceutical company seems reasonable. The observed errors in this case are
therefore disturbing, especially since the correct operation of an Autoclave is
almost certainly a safety factor.

The conclusion must be that even in cases in which the supplier could
reasonably be expected to satisfy the requirements, the user should ask for
documentary evidence of this.
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Chapter 9

Software Integrity
Requirements

The starting point here is that the software development process being used
should have a rigour to match the software integrity level. This is the approach
taken in several safety-critical software standards [IEC 61508, DO-178B].

Theoretically, it is possible to undertake the testing of software to establish
the actual reliability of the software. However, there are strict limits to what
can be achieved in this area [Lit 92], and hence the approach taken here is the
conventional one of examining the software development process. In practical
terms, software testing is expensive, and hence the most cost-effective solution
uses other methods in addition to gain confidence in the software.

9.1 Software and quality management

Following the outline in Part I (see page 26), we assume that either ISO 9001
or a similar quality management system is being applied by the supplier. The
application of such a quality management system to software should imply that
a number of technical issues have been addressed and documented and that the
following requirements are met:

1. There should be documents demonstrating that a number of issues have
been covered such as: design, test planning, acceptance, etc. The accep-
tance testing should ensure that the operator interaction issues have been
handled and validated.

2. There should be a detailed functional specification. Such a specification
should be sufficient to undertake the coding. This level of information is
typically confidential to the developer.

3. There should be a fault reporting mechanism supported by appropriate
means of repairing bugs in the software.

4. The software should be under configuration control [NIS37]. This implies
that either the software should itself include the version number, or the
version can be derived from other information, such as the serial number
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Software Integrity Level Recommended techniques Reference
2 Software inspection 10.1

Code review 10.2
Structural testing 10.3
System testing 10.6
Mathematical specification 10.8

3 Equivalence partition testing 10.3
Regression testing 10.4
Numerical stability 10.7
Independent audit 10.10
Stress testing 10.11
Reference test sets 10.13

4 Statement testing 10.3
Accredited testing 10.5
Formal specification 10.9
Static analysis 10.12
Back-to-back testing 10.14

Table 9.1: Recommended techniques

of the device. In the case of free-standing software, it should be possible
for users to determine the version number.

We assume that these requirements are met, whatever software integrity
level is to be addressed by the software.

9.2 Recommended techniques

For each Software Integrity Level, a recommendation for level n also applies
to any higher level. In Table 9.1, we list the recommended techniques, which are
all defined in Chapter 10. Note that Statement testing, Equivalence partition
testing, and Structural testing are all (software) component test methods.

Ensuring that numerically sound results are produced is clearly vital. In
consequence, in all but the simplest of calculations, one must gain assurance
by using only stable algorithms (i.e., ensuring the design is correct, see 10.7),
or by checking the implementation using reference test sets (see 10.13), or by
testing the implementation against a reference implementation (using back-to-
back testing, see 10.14). (Very high assurance would require more than one
technique.) Since we know of no other appropriate methods of gaining assurance
for numerical calculations, one of these techniques should be used.

The fact that a technique is recommended at a specific level does not (in
general) imply that not applying the method would imply poor practice or
that all the methods should be applied. For instance, the example given under
Accredited testing (see section 10.5), is a good choice precisely because other
strong methods are not effective. Any design should involve a trade-off between
the various relevant methods.

The issues here are again listed as questions. The first set are generic to all
levels, and the others are specific to a given level.
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1. What information is available from the measurement system supplier or
developer of the software?

2. What confidence can be gained in the software by end-to-end tests on the
measurement system?

3. Can the raw data be extracted from the measurement system?

4. Can the raw data be processed independently from the measurement
system to give an independent check on the software?

5. Are software reliability figures available for a measurement system using
similar software (i.e., produced by the same supplier)?

6. Is a log available of all software errors? Has this log been inspected for
serious errors?

7. Does the control function have a direct effect on the basic test or mea-
surement data?

8. Has an assessment been made of the control software against the operating
manual? If so, by whom?

9. Do operators of the measurement system require formal training?

10. Have all the answers to the questions above in this list been taken into
account in determining the software integrity level?

11. Has a list been made of all the unquantifiable aspects of the software?

9.3 Software development practice

The following lists increase in complexity with increasing in the Software
Integrity Level. Since the requirements at level n imply those at level n-1, all
the questions should be asked up to the level required.

9.3.1 Software Integrity Level 1

1. Is there design documentation?

2. Is there evidence of test planning?

3. Is there a test acceptance procedure?

4. Is there an error log?

5. What evidence is there of clearance of errors?

6. Is there a detailed functional specification?

7. Are security, usability and performance aspects covered in the specifica-
tion?

8. How is configuration control managed?

9. Is there a defined life-cycle?
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10. How can the user determine the version number of the software?

11. Have all changes to: hardware platform, operating system, compiler, and
added functionality been checked?

12. Have all corrections been checked according to the defined procedures?

13. Have all the staff the necessary skills, and are these documented?

9.3.2 Software Integrity Level 2

1. Has software inspection been used on the project? If so, to what docu-
ments has it been applied and what was the estimated remaining fault
rate?

2. What alternatives have been used if software inspection was not applied?

3. Has a mathematical specification been produced of the main algorithms
used for processing the test/measurement data?

4. Is the processing code derived directly from the mathematical specifica-
tion?

5. What form of structural testing has been applied, and what metrics of the
level of testing have been produced?

6. What level of testing has been applied to the control and processing
components of the software?

7. How has the completeness of the system testing been assessed?

8. Has the system testing covered all reasonable misuses of the measurement
system?

9. What records are available on the system tests?

10. Are the security features consistent with any regulations or intended use?

11. Are the test strategies, cases, and test completion criteria sufficient to
determine that the software meets its requirements?

9.3.3 Software Integrity Level 3

1. Has regression testing been applied? If so, at what point in the develop-
ment did it start?

2. For what components has equivalence partition testing been applied? Has
the technique been applied to the components processing the basic test or
measurement data?

3. Has an independent audit been undertaken? Have all problems identified
been resolved? Did the audit apply to the basic quality management
system or to the software techniques as well?
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4. Has the numerical stability of the main measurement/data processing
routines been checked? Has a floating point error analysis been taken into
account in formulating the mathematical specification of the routines?

5. Has stress testing been applied to the software? To what extent have the
limits of the software been assessed by this testing? Has the stress testing
revealed weaknesses in the system testing?

6. Have activities been undertaken in the development which are not au-
ditable (say, no written records)?

7. Are known remaining software bugs documented? Are they adequately
communicated to the user?

8. What methods have been applied to avoid structural decay? (See Ap-
pendix A.3.)

9.3.4 Software Integrity Level 4

1. To what components has statement testing been applied? What coverage
was obtained?

2. Has a Formal Specification been produced of any of the software com-
ponents? Has this revealed weaknesses in the functional specification,
testing, etc.? Is it possible to derive an executable prototype from this
specification to validate the equivalence partition testing?

3. What forms of static analysis have been undertaken?

4. Does accredited testing have a role in gaining confidence in the software?
If a test suite is used for accredited testing, have all the results of other
forms of testing been fed into this?

5. Is beta site testing undertaken?

6. Is memory utilisation testing undertaken, or can it be shown that such
testing is not needed?
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Chapter 10

Software Validation
Techniques

Here we list specific recommended techniques. These are either defined here, or
an appropriate reference given. A good general reference to software engineering
is [SERB].

10.1 Software inspection

This technique is a formal process of reviewing the development of an output
document from an input document. It is sometimes referred to as Fagan in-
spection. An input document could be the functional specification of a software
component, and the output document the coding. An excellent book giving
details of the method and its practical application is given in [INSPECT].

The method is not universally applied (in industry), but many organisations
apply it with great success. It tends to be applied if the organisation has
accepted it and endorses its benefits.

Scope

The requirements are an input document, an output document and terms of
reference for the inspection. As such, the method can be applied to a very wide
range of documents, and hence the processes producing such documents.

However, the method is only effective if used on a regular basis within an
organisation. People need some training in the technique in addition to reading
the reference given (or similar material).

Cost/Benefits

The process requires at least three people in an inspection. Experience shows
that one needs to allow at least half an hour per page, and that some preparation
time and time to write up the results of the inspection. Hence the cost is
probably twice that of a single person undertaking a review — the alternative
which is probably more widely used in industry.
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The advantage is that after a successful inspection, one has more confidence
in the output document than is attained by an individual review. Specifically,
the result produces a document that is very likely to have consensus support
within the organisation.

Conclusions

Organisations should consider applying the technique on a regular basis if it is
felt that this depth of review of documents is advantageous.

For those organisations who already apply the technique, it is recommended
that they review the proportion of critical documents that are reviewed. Internal
quality procedures and records should indicate the areas where the main gains
are to be found.

10.2 Code review

This technique is similar to software inspection, but carried out only on the
source code of an application. The concept is to ensure the readability and
maintainable of the source code, and potentially to find bugs. Ensuring the
tracability of the code from the specification would be covered in a software
inspection, but is not usually undertaken in a code review. We are considering
the code review as a manual process, rather than the analysis of source text by
tools as in static analysis (see page 53).

Organisations developing software typically have a procedure for undertaking
code review which may list a number of aspects to be checked, such as ensuring
that the programming language identifiers are meaningful.

If the developer makes the source text available to customers, then customers
may undertake an independent code review.

Example

An extensive review of software source code for a robot measuring system by a
user. In this review the following points were found.

In two modules the comment ‘this needs checking’ was present. Either the
developer had not returned to check the code or had checked it and not removed
the comment.

In one module a decision element was if 1 = 1 then. Over a page of
software from the else option could never be entered.

In another module the following series of decision elements were found:

if a = 1 then A
was followed by

else if a = 1 or b = 1 or c = 1 or d = 1 then B
which was followed by

else if a = 1 or b = 1 or c = 1 or d = 1 then C
and again followed by

else if a = 1 or b = 1 or c = 1 or d = 1 then D

Again elements C and D could never be entered.
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Poor constructs led to the decision to do a 100% review of the code. This
resulted in a number of actual errors being detected, e.g. the setting of an
incorrect flag or warning lamp which would lead to the operator searching for
a fault that had not occurred rather than the actual fault.

The developer had to perform a number of changes to the code.

Scope

Code review should be undertaken by any organisation developing software. In
this Guide, we assume that either this technique is applied, or another method
is applied of a similar strength to gain confidence in the software in its source
text form.

Cost/Benefits

As a manual process, its success depends upon the skill of the reviewers and the
level of effort applied. The costs can vary from a few minutes per page to over
an hour per page if the intention is to study the source in depth. The varying
costs is also reflected in the benefits which can be just an increased confidence in
the readability, to a clear indication that the reviewer believes that the program
is correct.

Conclusions

As part of software development, the process of code review should be under-
taken or a process which is clearly superior, like software inspection.

10.3 Component testing

This is a basic software engineering technique which can (and should) be quanti-
fied. The software component to which the method is applied is the smallest item
of software with a separate specification (sometimes called a module). It is very
rare for the technique not to be applicable for a software development. The best
standard, which is now available through BSI, is the British Computer Society
standard [BS 7925]. The method is objective, repeatable and reproducible, and
hence satisfies the requirements for accredited testing.

The BS 7925 standard allows for many levels of testing and in this Guide
we select four levels as follows:

Structural testing. Several forms of structural testing are defined in the stan-
dard, but not to any specified level. In this context, we specify branch
testing with 50% coverage.

Equivalence partition testing. It is recommended to undertake this to 100%
coverage. This is complete functional testing at the component level. This
is to be applied to those components handling the basic measurement/test
data.

Statement testing. It is recommended to undertake this to 100% statement
coverage for those components handling the basic measurement/test data.
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If a statement has not been executed, then a reason for this should be doc-
umented. Defensive programming techniques and detection of hardware
malfunction give rise to statements that cannot be executed (but are quite
acceptable).

Boundary value testing. In this case, which can be seen as an addition to
equivalence partition testing, values are chosen which lie on the boundary
between partitions. This form of testing is designed to show that the
boundary cases themselves are correctly handled.

Example

In the [SMART] research project, it was concluded that equivalence partition
testing and boundary value testing are the most cost-effective methods in this
area.

Scope

The technique is very general and can be applied to any software written
in a conventional programming language. The method is widely used and
understood. Metrics are available which provide a measure of the thoroughness
of the actual testing undertaken.

The fundamental drawback of the method is that ‘missing code’ cannot be
identified. For instance, if a routine is defective in not protecting itself against
invalid input, then structural coverage testing will not detect this.

The method cannot be applied to software only available in compiled form,
such as library routine provided by other parties (i.e., COTS).

The technique should be applied to each component with the software.
However, it may be difficult to produce test cases for some components in
isolation from the rest of the software. When a component is not isolated,
it may be difficult to produce all the test cases that are needed to attain a high
coverage figure.

In the context of measurement system software, it may be difficult to apply
if the software cannot be isolated from the measurement system itself, since
it may not be possible to get complete repeatability. (This is when the entire
software is regarded as a component.)

Cost/Benefits

The only cost-effective method of applying the technique is with the aid of tools
which automatically indicate which statement, etc have been covered in the
testing. Such tools are used on a routine basis by some software development
teams but not others.

Cost can be high if, say, 100% coverage is required. Under such circum-
stances, work in analysis of the algorithm to produce the necessary test cases
can be very demanding.

Equivalence partition testing is effectively black-box testing for a component
done in an ideal manner. This method should be applied for the most critical
software components of a system. The method is simple and easy to apply to
simple software.
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Conclusions

Software development teams should ensure they have the necessary tools to
perform at least statement coverage analysis without a significant burden on
their development process. The author of a component should review that
statement coverage data to see if crucial test cases have been omitted.

Initial test cases should be derived from equivalence partition testing. The
statement coverage data then shows if the testing is adequate.

10.4 Regression testing

This technique requires that tests are developed and used to re-test the software
whenever a change is made. Typically, sometime before the first release, a set
of tests will be designed and run on the software. From that point on, all errors
located should result in an addition to the set of tests of an example which
would detect the bug.

To be effective, one needs a method of re-running the set of tests automati-
cally. The technique is very good for software that is widely used and for which
initial bugs are not a major problem. The effect of the method is that subsequent
releases of software should be very reliable on the unextended facilities.

Scope

This method is very powerful for software that is being constantly updated and
enhanced. Correspondingly, it is not effective for software embedded within a
measurement system (say) which has to be without a serious defect on the first
release. If a field upgrade is needed with such software, there could be very
serious cost implications.

To be applied, the software must be separated from the hardware of the
measurement system.

Cost/Benefits

Individual test cases need to be recorded within a system which allows for
minimal effort to re-execute them. Hence, give a modest additional effort in the
initial tests, further releases of the software should be tests very effectively.

(One reason why compilers, which are typically very complex, are actually
very reliable, is that almost all developers use regression testing.)

Conclusions

Management should decide, on the basis of the type of software, if regression
testing should be undertaken.
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10.5 Accredited software testing
using a validation suite

This technique requires that a set of tests be developed (the validation suite)
against which the software can be tested. This is appropriate for software
having an agreed detailed specification, such as compilers and communication
software. Accredited testing ensures that the tests are run and the result
interpreted correctly, with the specific requirements of objectivity, repeatability
and reproducibility.

The method is significantly stronger if the set of tests is updated regularly
by means of regression testing. This implies that errors in any implementation
will result in tests being applied to all (validated) systems.

This form of testing provides an ideal basis for certification.

Example

An example of this form of testing for a measurement system is that being
proposed in the area of Nuclear Medicine [COST B2]. Here, gamma-camera
pictures are taken of patients when being treated with substances containing
radio-active trace elements. The camera output is translated into a standard
file format, but the difficult numerical part is the analysis of the picture to
give the basic information for a medical diagnosis. Other strong methods,
such as a mathematical specification cannot be applied, and hence this method
provides a means for the whole international Nuclear Medicine community to
gain confidence in analysis software.

Note that the application is potentially life-critical and the complexity
of the processing of data is complex which implies a high software integrity
level, say 3. At this level, the technique of accredited testing is not actually
recommended (see Table 9.1 on section 9.1), but it is one of the few methods
which can provide reasonable assurance in this context.

This method is made more effective by means of software phantoms which
are pictures for whom an agreed diagnosis is available (as least in the cardiac
and renal areas), as explained in [COST B2].

Scope

All the applications of this method are to generic application, since as compilers,
for which many instances are available (to effectively the same specification).

A potential example in the area of length metrology would be tests for the
software that analyses data from Coordinate Measuring Machines.

For such a method to be effective, there has to be an underlying test strategy
which can be applied to a range of software products. For instance, it is unclear
that the method could be applied to word processors, since there is no generic
specification (with sufficient precision for testing).

On the other hand, the method could be applied to the basic mathematical
operations within a spreadsheet, and this issue is being explored as part of the
SSf M programme.
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Cost/Benefits

The costs to produce the generic test data can be quite high so that the method
is limited to those cases in which there is a national or international consensus
that such a development should be undertaken.

Conclusions

In conjunction with industry, the SSf M programme should formulate proposals
for the application of this technique where high assurance is needed for generic
products. This will be considered for a future SSf M programme.

10.6 System-level software functional testing

This technique is based upon testing the entire software as a black box by a
careful examination of the functionality specified and ensuring that every aspect
of the functionality is tested. An ISO standard is based upon application of this
test method [ISO 12119].

The method can clearly be applied to any system. In this context, we are
considering its application to the complete software, but separate from the
measurement system hardware. This limits the application to those cases in
which such separation is possible.

The problem with the technique is the cost of constructing the necessary
test cases, and ensuring that the test cases are sufficient. Since errors have been
reported in many software systems which have been very carefully tested, one
cannot gain very high assurance from this method.

However, in cases in which the software has a simple structure, such testing
may be sufficient.

Example

NPL has recently tested a software product to [ISO 12119]. The product was
a small item of software to detect if a PC had a problem with the clock in the
millennium change, and correct it, if required.

The program came on a floppy disc, with essentially no options. Hence the
testing was mainly to ensure that different types of PC would have their clocks
corrected, as claimed in the supplier’s specification. This could be undertaken
by first seeing if the PC had a problem, then running the software, and finally
checking the machine again.

The testing was undertaken in line with UKAS requirements, and the test
report produced is available for inspection [Y2000].

If the program had 20 different installation options, the the complete testing
required by the standard could require 220 test cases and hence be too costly to
undertake.

Scope

The technique can be applied to software systems which are sufficiently simple
that complete functional testing is economically viable.

Unfortunately, the method is not viable for most complex software.
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Cost/Benefits

As noted above the problem is that the costs can be high unless the software in
very simple (at least in its specification). If high assurance is required and the
claims made for the software can be converted to appropriate test cases, then
the method can be applied.

Conclusions

The method should be considered when high assurance is required by indepen-
dent test, and the claims made for the software lends itself to a practical number
of tests.

10.7 Numerical stability

It is unreasonable to expect even software of the highest quality to deliver
results to the full accuracy indicated by the computational precision. This would
only in general be possible for (some) problems that are perfectly conditioned,
i.e., problems for which a small change in the data makes a comparably small
change in the results. Problems regularly arise in which the conditioning is
significant and for which no algorithm, however good, can provide results to the
accuracy obtainable for well-conditioned problems. A good algorithm, i.e., one
that is numerically stable, can be expected to provide results at or within the
limitations of the conditioning of the problem. A poor algorithm can exacerbate
the effects of natural ill-conditioning, with the consequence that the results are
poorer than those for a good algorithm.

Software used in scientific disciplines can be unreliable because it implements
numerical algorithms that are unstable or not robust. Some of the reasons for
such failings are

1. failure to scale, translate, normalise or otherwise transform the input data
appropriately before solution (and to perform the inverse operation if
necessary following solution),

2. the use of an unstable parametrisation of the problem,

3. the use of a solution process that exacerbates the inherent (natural) ill-
conditioning of the problem,

4. a poor choice of formula from a set of mathematically (but not numeri-
cally) equivalent forms.

The development of algorithms that are numerically stable is a difficult task,
and one that should be undertaken with guidance from a numerical analyst or
someone with suitable training and experience. It requires that the intended
data processing is posed sensibly and, if ‘off-the-shelf’ software modules are
used, that such software is appropriately.

There are established high-quality libraries of numerical software that have
been developed over many man-years and cover a wide range of computational
problems. Examples include the NAG library [NAG] (which is available in
a number of computer languages and for a variety of platforms), LINPACK
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[LINPACK], and NPL libraries for data approximation [NPL-LIB] and numeri-
cal optimisation.

Example

An example which shows numerical (in-)stability is the calculation of the angle
(θ) between two unit vectors. Given two vectors, a and b, each of unit length,
two mathematically equivalent formulae for evaluating the angle are

θ = cos−1(aTb)

and

θ = 2 sin−1

(
1
2
||b− a||

)
For vectors that are very nearly parallel, i.e., aTb = 1 − δ, where |δ| is

much less than 1, the first formula gives θ =
√

2δ (using the approximation
cos θ = 1− θ2

2 ).
The smallest θ computable in this way is the square root of the computational

precision, i.e., approximately 10−8 radians for IEEE arithmetic. Thus, the first
formula is unable to detect an angle smaller than 10−8 radians unless it is
computed as zero, whereas the alternative formula can be expected to return
accurate values.

This example has serious consequences for those concerned with imple-
menting the procedures described in the ISO Draft International Standard
[ISO 10360-6]. This Standard is concerned with testing software for computing
Gaussian best-fit geometric elements to measured data that is used in industrial
inspection and geometric tolerancing applications. The Standard requires that
the unit direction vector used in the parametrisation of such geometric elements
as planes, cylinders and cones and returned by test software is compared with a
reference solution by computing the angle between the test and reference vectors.
The Standard defines acceptance of the test vector if this angle is smaller than
10−8 radians. It is clear from the above analysis that if the first formula is used
to evaluate the angle, this acceptance criterion can never be satisfied no matter
how close are the test and reference vectors unless the angle is computed as
zero. On the other hand, there is no problem with undertaking the comparison
if the second formula is used.

Scope

Numerical stability is an issue for mathematical software which does all but the
simplest arithmetic.

Cost/Benefit

There are costs in finding a sufficiently stable numerical algorithm for a par-
ticular application and there may be increased costs of development and com-
putation in using a numerically stable algorithm as compared to the “obvious”
calculation. However the costs from inaccuracy in the output from using an
unstable algorithm can be catastrophic; they can certainly lead to “out of
bounds” errors (e.g. 1/0, or

√
x where x < 0) in subsequent calculations.
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Conclusions

It is usually right to use a numerically stable algorithm if one is known. The
use of respected software libraries for generic calculations will take advantage
of the numerically stable algorithms used by such software. Otherwise, it is
usually right to do some investigation of the stability of algorithm being used.
If a numerically stable algorithm is much more expensive to implement or use,
then an analysis of the benefits in terms of the desired accuracy and robustness
is needed.

10.8 Mathematical specification

Such a specification gives the output data values as a function of the input data
values. This method is suitable for the simpler processing of basic measurement
data, and should clearly be expected. The mathematical function may well not
be the way the actual output is computed, for instance, the specification may
use the inverse of a matrix, while the results are actually computed by Gaussian
elimination. This method should avoid a common error of not specifying the
exact effect of the end of a range of values. It is not easy to apply the method
to digital images (say), since the algorithms applied are quite complex so that
any ‘complete’ specification is likely to be very similar to the software itself.

The mathematical specification needs to be validated against the underlying
physics. This includes establishing that the model describes the system suf-
ficiently well and ensuring that the errors introduced by the system are fully
understood.

In some cases, the mathematical specification could be based upon an em-
pirical relationship rather directly upon the underlying physics. The validation
of this empirical relationship is covered in the Modelling Theme of the SSf M
programme.

Example

Almost universal, see [SMART] for an example of a pressure transducer. In that
case, the mathematical specification has been analysed to show the accuracy of
the computation in the implementation.

Scope

I often say that when you can measure what you are speaking about
and express it in numbers you know something about it; but when
you cannot measure it, when you cannot express it in numbers,
your knowledge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind: it may be
the beginning of knowledge, but you have scarcely, in your thoughts,
advanced to the stage of science, whatever the matter may be.

Lord Kelvin, Lecture on Electrical Units of Measurement, 3rd May
1883.

The above quotation expresses the universal nature of mathematical speci-
fications in the area of measurement.
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Cost/Benefits

Given its universal nature, the only question is the rigour with which the method
is applied. For linear systems, supported by calibration, perhaps little needs to
be done.

Conclusions

Apply in all cases in which the mathematical formulae are not obvious.

10.9 Formal specification

Several methods are available for providing a specification in a completely formal
way which can handle most functional aspects of a specification. The best known
methods are VDM [VDM-SL] and Z [Z]. For the author’s personal views of this
method, see [FM].

Example

The use of such techniques is more frequently associated with safety and security
systems, rather than metrology. However, an example of such a specification
involving measurement is from a system to alleviated the effects of gusts on an
aircraft [Monitor].

In this application, three basic measurements are combined and then, if the
alleviation mechanism is invoked, the Flight Control System (FSC) must be
informed to take the necessary action. The key issue here is that the FSC is
life-critical, and therefore, by association so is the gust alleviation system.
Moreover, the logic is complex enough to demand very careful specification
which in this case, is achieved by the application of the Z language.

Scope

Formal specification languages have wide applicability, but are most effective
when used to specify complex discrete systems. If all the relevant parties
can read such a specification, it substantially reduces the risk of an ambiguity
resulting in an error in the software.

Cost/Benefits

Effective use requires people trained in the use of the technique being employed
(such as VDM or Z). This could mean additional costs for a project which
implies using Formal Methods only on the most critical systems.

Conclusions

If a system has a large number of discrete states, all or most of which could
influence the measurement results, then it is unlikely that sufficient assurance
can be gained from testing alone. In such cases, the use of a Formal Specification
should be considered.
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10.10 Independent audit

In the UK, independent audit to [ISO 9001] is widely established. This provides
evidence to third parties of a software integrity level of 1. It would not
require that the stronger (and more expensive) techniques are applied, nor that
the recommendations here are applied. In consequence, auditing to comply with
the other standards mentioned in Chapter 2 would be better.

Example

NPL, and many other organisations, are independently audited to ISO 9001.
In the context of measurement (and testing), assessment by UKAS to [M10] is
probably more relevant.

Scope

Universal, but such auditing/assessment is not as widespread in the USA as in
many other developed countries. This implies that assurance via independent
audit may not be effective for some imported measurement system.

Cost/Benefits

The cost of auditing and assessment depends largely on the number of man-days
of auditing effort. The benefits are in a similar proportion.

Conclusions

If you have any doubts about the standing of a measurement system supplier,
you should ask about registration to [ISO 9001]. If the supplier calibrates
any measurement system, including their own, then they should be assessed
independently to [ISO 25] or an equivalent standard. As a user, you may be
able to calibrate the measurement system yourself, but nevertheless, the supplier
should be able to demonstrate this capability too.

10.11 Stress testing

This testing technique involves producing test cases which are more complex and
demanding than are likely to arise in practice. It has been applied to testing
compilers and other complex software with good results. The best results are
obtained when the results can be automatically analysed.

For a paper on this method, see [STRESS].

Example

Consider a measurement system which claims to be able to make measurements
even when there is some background ‘noise’ on the input data. Then a method
of stress-testing would be to take a set of input data without noise, and then
add noise. The correct answer is therefore known and if the noise can be added
in an effective manner, then a stress-testing method can be applied. Clearly,
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when the level of the noise gets too high, the measurement system cannot be
expected to give a reading. However, a false reading should not be given.

The generation of the ‘noise’ by software should be easy to undertake, and
since the correct result is known, the automatic testing of the measurement
system should be possible with perhaps hundreds of individual test cases. If
any failures arise, these can be examined manually to determine the source of
the problem.

A special case of this technique is the application to video images. The
starting image could be a high quality image or one produced artificially. An
increasing level of noise is added to the image until the processing software
fails. The final image which the software failed to process is then printed and a
manual inspection made to see if a failure is acceptable in this case. It appears
that this technique is widely used in validating software which processes video
images.

See [STRESS] for an example testing compilers.

Scope

The method can be applied without knowledge of the internal structure of the
software. It is particularly appropriate for complex software when it is possible
to generate test cases automatically.

Cost/Benefits

The costs depend on the development needed for the test case generator. The
benefits depend upon the assurance that passing such tests gives. For the
example using compilers [STRESS], the cost of producing the test generator
was quite high. However, the cost may be acceptable because very few other
means are available for independently generating many, complex test cases.

The technique applied to video images does not require a test generator, since
noise can be added to captured images. Also, graphics processing packages can
be used to manipulate images prior to the addition of the noise. However, very
high confidence in image processing is hard to achieve since the variety of images
that can be produced is very large.

Conclusions

Consider this method for complex software which can only be tested as a black-
box and for which high assurance is required. Given these requirements, then a
cost/benefit analysis should be undertaken to see if the method is viable.

10.12 Static analysis/predictable execution

This technique determines properties of the software primarily without exe-
cution. One specific property is of key interest: to show that all possible
executions are predictable, i.e, determined from the semantics of the high level
programming language in use. Often, software tools are used to assist in the
analysis, typically using the programming language source text as input. In
general, the analysis techniques employed can be very minor (say, all variables
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are explicitly declared), or very strong (formal proof of correctness), but the
goal of showing predictable execution should be cost-effective for high integrity
software.

For a general discussion on static analysis, see [SA-Survey].

Example

An example of this technique is to be found in the [SMART] project. NPL
analysed the C code within Druck’s pressure transducer using the NPL C code
validation service tools.

The code was first converted to work in a free-standing manner on a Linux
system. Then the code was compiled with a special compiler which warns of
any non-standard (or potentially non-standard) constructs. Lastly, the code was
executed with test cases designed to ensure statement coverage and boundary
value testing. A few problems were located which were either corrected, or
shown not be of concern in this application.

This form of testing is the very comprehensive method of demonstrating the
correctness of the source code of an application. It will not locate errors in
the specification of the software, nor errors which an incorrect compiler could
introduce.

Scope

All software written in languages with precisely defined semantics.

Cost/Benefits

Effective use depends upon appropriate tools. Such a tool exist for C. For
Ada and Java, most of the checking is undertaken by the compiler. No tool is
available for C++, nor for most proprietary languages.

Conclusions

Consider the application of the method when the source text is available and
high assurance is required.

10.13 Reference test sets

There is a growing need to ensure that software used by scientists is fit for
purpose and especially that the results it produces are correct, to within a
prescribed accuracy, for the problems purportedly solved. Methodologies, such
as that presented in [Ref-sets], have been developed to this end. The basis of
the approach is the design and use of reference data sets and corresponding
reference results to undertake black-box testing.

The approach allows for reference data sets and results to be generated
in a manner that is consistent with the functional specification of the problem
addressed by the software. In addition, data sets corresponding to problems with
various ‘degrees of difficulty’ or condition (section 10.7), and with application-
specific properties, may be produced. The comparison of the test and reference
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results is made objective by the use of quality metrics. The results of the com-
parison are then used to assess the degree of correctness of the algorithm, i.e.,
the quality of the underlying mathematical procedure and its implementation,
as well as its fitness-for-purpose in the user’s application.

The methodology has been applied successfully in particular areas of metrol-
ogy. In dimensional metrology, for example, coordinate measuring machines
(CMMs) are typically provided with software for least-squares (Gaussian) geo-
metric element fitting. The methodology provides the basis of an ISO Standard
[ISO 10360-6] for testing such software, and it is intended to base a testing
service on this Standard. Data sets have been developed in such a way that
the corresponding reference results are known a priori. Consequently, there is
no reliance on reference implementations of software to solve the computational
problems, but the generation of the data sets is dependent on a set of simpler
‘core’ numerical tasks that are well understood.

Example

In a number of metrology areas it is necessary to identify peaks within spectral
and other traces and, particularly, to quantify a peak in terms of parameters
such as location, amplitude and width. Algorithms for peak analysis occur in
a range of measurement-system software [Chem, Dyson, AOAC]. Commonly,
a particular functional form for the mathematical representation of the peak
is assumed, e.g., Gaussian, Lorenzian or modified Gaussian, this form fitted
by, e.g., least squares to numerical values from the trace, and the required
parameters so determined. A widely-used form is the Gaussian model y =
A exp((−(x− x)/(2σ2))), where x represents location, A amplitude and σ peak
width.

In order to determine whether peak-fitting software is functioning correctly,
reference test sets can be devised. Such test sets consist of synthesised reference
data sets and corresponding reference results [R-26]. Such data sets can be
generated corresponding to ranges of key variables (extent of peak spanned by
the data, peak height) width ratio, signal/noise value, etc.) using the null-space
data generation technique [Design, R-25, Ref-sets, Grade-sets]. These ranges
should be selected to correspond to those expected to be experienced in the use
of the measurement system.

Scope

The null-space method of data generation is very general, being applicable to a
wide range of fitting and optimisation problems [Opt, Opt-test]. Function forms
other than Gaussian peaks can be considered, and fitting measures other than
least squares can be entertained. The use of the reference data sets permits an
assessment of the extent to which a numerically-satisfactory algorithm solution
has been implemented. For instance, it will be possible to deduce whether a
potentially-unstable process such as one based on the formation of the normal
equations [R-27, Golub], as opposed to the direct use of the observations (design)
matrix, has been employed. Moreover, it can be discerned whether conceptual
errors in the solution process have been made, such as fitting the logarithm of
the Gaussian model (which is equivalent to a quadratic polynomial) to the
logarithm of the data. Within such approximate solutions processes there
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are “degrees of correctness” such as partial compensation, through the use of
appropriate weighting functions, for such model and data transformations, or
the incorporation of such functions. Again the use of reference data sets can
help to identify such techniques, the adequacy of which depends on practical
quantities such as the signal-to-noise ratio.

Cost/Benefits

The technology for generating data sets as above is established. Its imple-
mentation in any particular instance may be governed by the ease with which
the measurement system manufacturer has made provisions for software testing
using simulated data. Since such testing should be fundamental to measurement
system development, these would be an advantage in the manufacturer providing
comparable facilities for user testing to establish fitness for purpose.

Conclusions

Synthesised reference test sets provide a powerful facility for testing the degree
of numerical correctness of measurement software. Techniques such as the null-
space method can be used to generate test sets with known solutions. It is only
necessary to be able to provide a characterisation of the solution to the problem
purportedly solved by the software. This characterisation is closely related to
the functional specification of the software, which has to be prepared in any
case.

It is necessary that the measurement system manufacturer provides a facility
by which data sets may be input to and corresponding results output from the
software. Such provisions should be a notional part of the manufacturer’s system
configuration and testing regime.

Arguably the most important feature of reference test sets is that they can be
prepared to accord with the expected function of the measurement system and
the nature of the measurements taken, in terms of data densities, signal-to-noise
ratios, etc.

10.14 Back-to-back testing

In this form of testing two comparable software systems are tested with the
same input. The output from each test is then compared — identical results
are not usually expected when numerical testing is undertaken.

If the comparison can be automated, then it may be possible to run a large
number of tests thus giving a high assurance that the two items produce similar
results. Of course, one of the items under test is likely to be a version of known
characteristics, while to other is the item being assessed.

This form of testing can be applied at a higher level than just a single
software component. Indeed, the standard method of calibrating measurement
system can be seen as a back-to-back test of a trusted measurement system
against one to be calibrated.

This form of testing can also be used to test the soundness of numerical
software within a measurement system. The results of the numerical calculation
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from the measurement system are compared against the results of a piece of ref-
erence software which is a proven implementation of the numerical calculation.
This is one of the methods used in the SSf M numerical software testing project,
see [R-25]. Where there is no existing implementation, it may be possible to
produce a reference implementation based on sound numerical analysis and
using reliable software libraries. This reference implementation will presumably
be less useful than the implementation used by the measurement system (e.g.
it may be very slow) but it should give trusted output.

Example

In the SMART reliability study [SMART], this form of testing was used by
testing a MatLab implementation against the C code within the measurement
system. The test cases used were those derived from boundary value/equivalence
partition testing.

Scope

The key requirement is a trusted system (or oracle) against which the testing
can be applied. It is also necessary to have a comprehensive set of test cases
from which a comparison can be made.

Cost/Benefits

Given a trusted implementation and a set of test cases, the method is cheap
to apply. Conversely, if a trusted implemented is not available this method is
probably not applicable.

In the case of testing numerical software, if there is not an existing reference
implementation it may be possible (but expensive) to produce an implementa-
tion of the numerical calculations in isolation.

Conclusions

Since a trusted implementation is required and would be expensive to produce
specially, the method depends upon the existence of such an implementation.
On the other hand, given such an implementation, the method should probably
be used.
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Appendix A

Some Example Problems

A number of illustrative examples are collected here of problems that have been
reported to NPL over a number of years. The exact sources are deliberately not
given, even when they are known.

A.1 Software is non-linear

A simple measuring device was being enhanced to have a digital display. This
was controlled by an embedded microprocessor, with the code produced in
assembler. The product was then to be subjected to an independent test.
The testers discovered, almost by accident, that when the device should have
displayed 10.00 exactly, the actual display was nonsense. The fault was traced
to the use of the wrong relational operator in the machine code.

The example contrasts with pre-digital methods of recording measurements
in which the record is necessarily linear (or very nearly linear).

The example illustrates that the testing of software should include boundary
conditions. However, only the most demanding standards actually require that
such conditions are tested. For a four-digit display in this example, it should be
possible to cycle through all the possible outputs to detect the error.

A.2 Numerical instability

The repeatability standard deviation of a weighing balance was required as part
of a reference material uncertainty estimate. Successive weighings of a nominal
50 gramme weight produced a set of fifteen replicate values as follows: 49.9999
(1 occurrence), 50.0000 (5 occurrences), 50.0001 (8 occurrences) and 50.0002
(1 occurrence).

The processing of the data used an in-built “standard deviation” function
operating to single precision (eight significant figures). Because the data could
be represented using six significant figures, the user anticipated no difficulties.
The value returned by the function, however, was identically zero.

The reason is that the function implements a “one-pass” algorithm that,
although fast to execute, is numerically unstable. The standard deviation
computation in this algorithm is based on a formula involving the difference
between quantities which are very close for the above data values, thus causing
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the loss of many figures. An alternative “two-pass” algorithm that first centres
the data about the arithmetic mean and then calculates the standard deviation
returns an answer for the above data that is correct to all figures expected.
Unfortunately, the “one-pass” algorithm is widespread in its use in pocket
calculators and spreadsheet software packages.

The example described above is concerned with the stability of the algorithm
chosen for the required data processing. Numerical difficulties may also arise
from the improper application of good algorithms. In one example, the process-
ing software was to be ported from one (mainframe) platform to another (PC)
platform. Although the platforms operated to similar precisions, and the same
numerically stable algorithm was used (albeit coded in different languages), the
results of the processing agreed to only a small number of significant figures.
The reason was that the linear systems being solved were badly scaled and,
therefore, inherently ill-conditioned, i.e., the solution unnecessarily depended in
a very sensitive way on the problem data.

The lessons of this are: ensure the required data processing is stated as a
well-posed problem; then use a stable algorithm to solve the problem.

A.3 Structural decay

A contractor is used to develop some software. They have very high coding
standards which include writing detailed flow diagrams for the software before
the coding is undertaken. The contractor corrects these diagrams to reflect
the actual code before delivery to the customer. It is satisfactory to use flow
charts to generate a program. But once the program is written, these charts
become history (or fiction), and only charts generated from the program source
are trustworthy.

The customer has tight deadlines on performing modifications to the software
over the subsequent five years. For the first two amendments, the flow diagrams
were carefully updated to reflect the changes to the code, but after that, no
changes were made so that the flow diagrams were effectively useless. As a
result, the overall ‘design’ provided by the contractor was effectively lost. The
problem was that the ‘design’ was not captured in a form that could be easily
maintained.

The conclusion from this is that for programs which have a long life, one
must be careful to capture the design in a format that can be maintained.
Hence it is much better to use design methods which support easy maintenance
— hand-written flow charts are exactly what is not needed!

A more serious example of the same aspect is the use of programming
languages which do not support high-level abstraction, for instance C as opposed
to C++.

A.4 Buyer beware!

Professor W Kahn is a well-known numerical analyst who has also tested many
calculators over many years. Several years ago, he illustrated an error in one
calculator in the following manner: assume the calculator is used to compute
the route to be taken by an aircraft in flying between two American cities, then
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the error in the computation would result in the aircraft flying into a specific
mountain.

Modern calculators are cheap and usually reliable. However, errors do
occur. Hence the use of such machines in life-critical applications needs serious
consideration. If the same calculations were being performed by software within
the aircraft, then the very demanding avionics standard would apply [DO-178B].
Hence, when used for a life-critical application the same level of assurance should
be provided by the calculator (however, it probably would not be cheap).

In the context of a measurement system, the above dilemma is critical. Many
systems are sold without any specific application in mind. If the supplier makes
no claim about such a system, it is appropriate to use the system in a safety
application? If the measurements have a direct impact upon the safety of a
system, then it is clear that the user has a responsibility to ensure that the
system will not make the system unsafe (within the constraints of As Low As
Reasonably Practical — ALARP).

With most physical devices, if high quality/assurance is required, there is
likely to be a significant cost implication. Hence the supplier could be expected
to charge a premium for an system qualified for use in safety application.
However, with software, the situation is not so clear-cut, since the replication
cost of software is effectively zero. Why should a mass-produced calculator be
any less reliable/accurate than a similar device produced for a specialist market?

A.5 Long term support

Many applications at NPL are required to be available for over 10 years. For this
length of time, problems can easily be encountered in ensuring the (hardware
and) software will be properly supported.

Even with short-term support, problems can arise. Often, software is pur-
chased some time before very extensive use is made of it. When such extensive
use is applied, the initial support may have lapsed. Very many years ago, some
defects were found in a small computer which resulted in the following response:

The software engineer who wrote the ZX81 BASIC is no longer with
us, and his successors do not feel qualified to comment on your
findings.

Of course, this machine is no longer of interest, but the principle still applies.
Companies can respond more easily and more quickly if faults are reported in
the first few months of release, while the original design team is still available.

Users should estimate the expected life-time of an application and plan for
the required support.

A.6 Measurement System Usability

In the quest for higher accuracy, it is sometimes forgotten that an measurement
system will not always be used by the expert who designed it. With modern
interactive software, it is possible to make the most complex of measurement
systems ‘easy’ to use. However, reliability can be poor unless the design ensures
that operator error is minimised.
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Software within a measurement system can aid the user, but care is needed
if the user is not to be misled. For instance, one modern spectral analyser
provided an automatic means of separating adjacent peaks on a spectrograph,
rather than being operator-driven. This worked satisfactorily most of the time,
but the cases of failure were hard to detect and easy to miss. If automatic
analysis is to replace manual analysis, one needs to ensure a comparable level
of accuracy.

A.7 Tristimulus colour measurement

In this section, we consider an actual application with its own lessons to be
learnt.

Three standard curves were developed by user trials in NPL in 1926 as part
of work with the CIE. These curves X, Y and Z correspond to nominal spectra
for Red, Green and Blue respectively.

When a tristimulus colorimeter performs a measurement the system per-
forms a match of the spectra generated to apportion a best fit to the standard
curves. The software then uses a set of standard equations to display the colour
using one of very many scales. The scale used is the LCH where L is the
Lightness, C the chroma and H the Hue.

A source code review of the internal code of this particular instrument was
undertaken and a number of protocols were performed to test the functionality
of the instrument.

After about 3 months routine use, some trials were undertaken to introduce
a new product. In theory the maximum value for the L value is 100. The
instrument obtained results of over 10000. Close examination of the sample
showed it was generating a small stream of CO2 bubbles through incomplete
degassing of the solution. The minute stream of CO2 bubbles was blocking the
light path. The result was the detector was only picking up noise and was trying
to match this to the standard curves.

The manufacturer added a software trap to detect transmission values of less
than 0.5%.

Two months later on a routine test, several samples produced a lightness
value of 100 and a chroma value of 10. This was investigated as the chroma
should have been approximately 25. This time investigation showed the fault
lay with the operator who had calibrated the instrument using a cell filled with
the solvent as the ‘white’ standard. In this case the cell had not been properly
cleaned before the calibration. It then was revealed that the manufacturers
software contained a trap that if the sample’s measured values were greater
than obtained for the white standard they would be reduced to that of the
white standard. The manufacturers theory was that as a white standard is
defined as 100% of light is transmitted then you can never exceed 100% and any
values exceeding 100% could only be noise.

The manufacturer removed this trap.
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A.8 Balances

Another example application.
A new balance was launched and was assessing its suitability for use. One of

the options when the balance was linked to a PC was to send a command to lock
out parts of the keyboard. When we carried out some trials it was found that
following a certain combination of commands a fault occurred and the balance
keyboard was completely disabled.

The manufacturer issued a new software version.
Internally the user produced a check weighing package. Extensive test

protocols were performed using a wide variety of balances from a number of
suppliers. The software was issued to one of the user’s customers using a
balance option that had not been specifically tested. It was found that when a
sample was added to the balance the weight displayed on the balance continued
to display zero. Investigation showed that the user software was requesting a
weight from the balance and used an algorithm to test that weight had increased.
If the weight had not increased the software would request a further weight.
The balance contained two chips of interest to the story. The first contained the
software talking to the weighing cell. The second contained the general software
that collected the weight from the first chip and sent it to the balance display
and the PC. What was happening was that the software on the second chip
was prioritising the data link to the PC. The manufacturers testing had been
performed using a 486 PC. The user’s customer was using a Pentium II processor
and the additional speed at which data was requested was overwhelming chip
2. Chip 2 no longer had the capacity to talk to chip 1 to see if the weight had
increased.

The manufacturer modified the software to solve the prioritisation.
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Appendix B

Some Validation Examples

In this chapter, a number of examples are given of the approaches used in real
measurement systems of demonstrating high quality for the software component.
Each example references to main text and has been developed by using a draft
of this Guide.

B.1 Measurement of flatness/length
by a gauge block interferometer

NPL is the supplier of both the hardware and the software of this equipment.
The physics behind the measurement system is categorised as validated

physics, see page 12.
The model of a measurement system (on page 13), applies to this measure-

ment system.
The criticality of usage is critical, see page 18. If any fault was found, NPL

would be very embarrassed. On the other hand, no life-critical application is
known, nor seems likely.

The measurement system does not have to satisfy any specific legal require-
ment (see page 18).

The complexity of the control is rated as very simple or simple, see
page 19.

The complexity of the data processing is rated as modest or complex,
mainly because of the size (15-20,000 lines of C++), see page 19.

The answers to the key questions (see page 23) were:

1. It is known that end-to-end testing cannot provide sufficient confidence in
the software, since it would be hard to locate any numerical instabilities
in the processing by that means.

2. Raw data can be extracted and used for testing and is probably adequate
for the length measurement, but not for flatness. However, many artifacts
do not provide demanding cases for the software.

3. The software has been tested against an older system by back-to-back
testing.
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4. All errors and comments are logged, but since the equipment is only in
trial use at the moment, error statistics are not very meaningful.

5. Any error in the control software cannot result in a false measurement.

6. The operator interface is not thought to be complex nor likely to put any
measurement at risk.

Issues arising from the risk assessment questions (see page 33) were as
follows:

• There is no record of a measurement system malfunction due to software
(as opposed to errors in the software detected during development).

• The NPL software development process is internally audited and subject
to an external audit by LRQA for ISO 9001.

• The measurement system does not require regulatory approval.

• The measurement system makes obvious internal checks and provides
modest protection against operator error.

• The length computations are linear. The flatness calculations are non-
linear, but have been checked by the NPL mathematics group for stability.
The algorithm used for flatness is given in [Ref-Cheb, Cheb-Geo].

• An internal numerical error (overflow, etc) should be detected by the
software.

As a result of the above, the software was rated as Software Integrity Level
3.

Issues arising from the general software questions (see page 37) were as
follows:

• Since the measurement system has not yet been released to end customers,
the provision of information (by NPL) has not yet arisen.

• No software reliability data is available, as the log of errors is an empty
file at this point.

• The question of operator training and assessment of the user manual has
not yet been addressed.

• The main aspect of the software which gives rise to concern is that of its
size.

Issues arising from the Level 1 questions (see page 38) were as follows:

• No issues as NPL operates an ISO 9001 process.

Issues arising from the Level 2 questions (see page 39) were as follows:

• Software inspection is not undertaken, but code review is being done. The
two people on the project review each other’s code.

• There is a mathematical specification of the processing algorithms, and
the code for these algorithms have been derived from the specification.
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• During the development, the main processing code was tested (informally)
to branch level.

Issues arising from the Level 3 questions (see page 39) were as follows:

• Regression testing has been applied from the start, and the results have
been recorded.

• The variant of stress-testing for image processing has been used. This
testing revealed a weakness in the specification.

• All known (and documented) errors are trivial.

• The system is too young to suffer yet from structural decay.

Issues arising from the Level 4 questions (see page 40) were as follows:

• As noted above, informal branch testing was undertaken on the main
algorithms. This should imply 100% statement coverage.

• No Formal Specification has been produced.

• Static analysis has not been undertaken.

• It is not thought that there is a role for accredited testing of the software.

• An attempt was made to detect memory leaks in the software.

The Software Engineering techniques listed in this Guide were applied as
follows:

Software inspection: (see page 41.) No, but code review undertaken.

Component testing: (see page 43.) Yes, on processing algorithms.

Regression testing: (see page 45.) Yes.

Validation suite: (see page 46.) Not applicable.

System-level testing: (see page 47.) Yes.

Numerical stability: (see page 48.) Yes.

Mathematical specification: (see page 50.) Yes.

Formal Specification: (see page 51.) No.

Independent audit: (see page 52.) (NPL audit, and external ISO 9001 audit.)

Stress testing: (see page 52.) Yes, for image processing part.

Static analysis: (see page 53.) No.

Reference test sets: (see page 54.) Yes, for flatness algorithms.

Back-to-back testing: (see page 56.) Yes, with older software.
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Conclusions

The validation of this software is generally consistent with the Software Integrity
Level of 3. One of the difficulties facing the development is that only two people
are involved, making a comprehensive independent review effectively impossible.
Code review of each other’s code is being undertaken as a result of an internal
NPL audit. The size of the code makes this a large task.

B.2 Electrical measurement resistance bridge

The device with its software provides the primary service for NPL to calibrate
resistance measuring devices. The measurement system is entirely for in-house
use by NPL, and hence NPL is the supplier and the sole user.

Oxford Instruments are licenced by NPL to manufacture a similar device,
but this device has different software and is not considered here.

The physics behind the measurement system is categorised as validated
physics, see page 12.

The model of a measurement system (on page 13), applies to this measure-
ment system.

The criticality of usage is critical, see page 18. If any fault was found, NPL
would be very embarrassed, especially with the international intercomparisons.

The measurement system does not have to satisfy any specific legal require-
ment (see page 18).

The complexity of the control is rated as complex, see page 19. The control
consists of 10,000 lines of Turbo-Pascal which uses its own macro language to
aid the control.

The complexity of the data processing is rated as simple, see page 19. Only
two stored calibration constants are used in a linear calculation. The data
processing part is a separate program from the control logic, communicating
via a file.

The answers to the key questions (see page 23) were:

1. Very good confidence in the measurement system can be established by
end-to-end testing. Standard artifacts can be used for this purpose and the
number of individual tests that need to be undertaken is widely recognised.

2. Since the control and processing programs are separate, they can be
validated independently.

3. The software has been in use for 10 years in various versions.

4. No errors has been recorded which gave an incorrect measurement. The
main problems have been in the operator interface to the control program.

5. It seems hard for the control software to produce an undetected error
in a measurement. Only a few lines copy the basic data into a file for
processing by the data processing program.

6. Only qualified staff at NPL can use the measurement system for calibration
work.
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Issues arising from the risk assessment questions (see page 33) were as
follows:

• As noted above, the control software has essentially no impact on the
measurements themselves.

• The data processing software in classified as simple and hence straight-
forward to validate.

• Since the measurement system is only used by NPL staff, the control
software does not need to handle many cases of mis-use. (The Oxford
Instruments version is quite different in providing simpler control with
fewer user options.)

As a result of the above, the software was rated as Software Integrity Level
1. Note that this is a lot lower that the previous example (3).

Issues arising from the general software questions (see page 37) were as
follows:

• With the supplier being the sole user, the provision of information is not
a problem.

• The raw data is in a file used by the data processing program.

• An independent check has been made on the data processing program by
comparing it with the similar program developed for the Oxford Instru-
ments device.

• Completeness of the system testing has not been measurement by, for
instance, test coverage. This is not thought to be a problem due to the
unlikelihood of the control software giving a problem.

Issues arising from the Level 1 questions (see page 38) were as follows:

• Since the basic design of the software is ten years old, much of the design is
actually embedded in the code itself, rather than in a separate document.
However, the complex design aspects are in the control software which
does not impact the basic measurements.

• The only recent change to the computing environment has been the com-
piler, which caused the system to be re-tested.

• The system is maintained by a physicist rather than a programmer. This
is adequate in this instance, since the system is assessed at a Software
Integrity Level of 1. If a higher level of integrity was required, additional
skills in software engineering would be needed.

Issues arising from the Level 2 questions (see page 39) were as follows:

• It was noted that a code review should have been undertaken on the
software.

• The system testing applied to the control software did not provide any
measurement of testedness, such as statement coverage.

Issues arising from the Level 3 questions (see page 39) were as follows:
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• Only internal audits have been undertaken.

• It is thought that structural decay is a minor problem due to the age of
the software.

Issues arising from the Level 4 questions (see page 40) were as follows:

• Specific methods recommended at this level have not been applied.

The Software Engineering techniques listed in this Guide were applied as
follows:

Software inspection: (see page 41.) No.

Component testing: (see page 43.) No.

Regression testing: (see page 45.) Yes, for data processing program.

Validation suite: (see page 46.) Not applicable.

System-level testing: (see page 47.) Yes, and gives required confidence in
the measurement system.

Numerical stability: (see page 48.) Yes.

Mathematical specification: (see page 50.) Yes.

Formal Specification: (see page 51.) No.

Independent audit: (see page 52.) (NPL audit, and external ISO 9001 audit.)

Stress testing: (see page 52.) No.

Static analysis: (see page 53.) No.

Reference test sets: (see page 54.) No.

Back-to-back testing: (see page 56.) Yes, NPL data processing software
against the similar software for the Oxford Instruments device.

Conclusions

The risk analysis shows that this software is of low risk and hence a Software
Integrity Level of 1 is appropriate, even though a measurement error would be an
embarrassment to NPL. The key aspect is that testing the measurement system
as a black-box gives a high assurance of the system, including the software
relevant to the measurement.

The validation of the software undertaken by NPL is generally consistent
with the Software Integrity Level of 1.
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B.3 Mean renal transit time

This medical application consists of a gamma camera and associated software
for measurement of mean renal transit time. The diagnostic imaging procedure
in question is called a renogram, and the medical specialty of which it is a part
is called nuclear medicine.

The patient is injected (in an arm vein) with an appropriate radiopharma-
ceutical, whose passage through the body can be observed by the use of a large
field of view (approx 50×40cm) radiation detector called a gamma camera. In
this application, the detector is positioned under the patient (lying supine on a
low attenuation imaging couch), covering the posterior aspect of the lower chest
and abdomen, centred on the kidneys. Immediately after injection, a sequence
of digital images (10 second frames) is recorded for a period of 20 minutes,
showing the passage of the injected material into, and out of, the organs within
the field of view (heart, spleen, liver, kidneys and bladder). In this case, the
organs under scrutiny are the kidneys.

The first stage of the image processing involves the creation of so called
regions-of-interest (ROI) around particular organs and structures (both kidneys,
heart, and two ‘background’ areas). This is usually done manually, using a
mouse/cursor. In image processing parlance this would be called ‘segmentation’.
Each ROI is then applied, in turn, to each of the 120 frames, and the ‘information
density’ (in this case count rate) within each ROI plotted as a function of
time. Five curves are thus produced. These curves are then analysed further
to calculate the mean renal transit time for each kidney. The use of this
model/algorithm/software simulates the effect of direct injection into the renal
artery, which is extremely invasive and requires an anaesthetic. Intravenous
injection, by contrast, is minimally invasive and is happily tolerated by the vast
majority of patients. The passage of a non-reabsorbable solute (of which the
radiopharmaceutical injected is an example) through the kidney is slowed in
various renal disorders, and the mean renal transit time (of that solute) is thus
prolonged. The measurement of mean renal transit time can be used to diagnose
kidney disorders such as upper urinary tract obstruction, which is usually caused
by narrowing of the junction between kidney and ureter.

The information below has been provided by Mr P.S.Cosgriff who is a user
of the system, but also has a detailed knowledge of its workings. He has written
some software that can perform part of the analysis, although most of the system
being considered is supplied by other (commercial) parties. The gamma camera
was supplied by one company, and the image processing software by another.

The physics behind the instrument is categorised as Physics can be mod-
elled, see page 12.

The model of an instrument (on page 13), applies to this instrument, but
note the degree of interaction as noted above.

The criticality of usage is Potentially life-critical, see page 18. The
patients doctor (hospital consultant) makes the final decision regarding the use
of the results in deciding treatment.

The instrument has to satisfy the specific legal requirements (see page 18)
in Medical Device Regulations 1996 (as a Class 2A product).

The complexity of the control is rated as Complex, see page 19.
The complexity of the data processing is rated as Complex, see page 19.
The answers to the key questions (see page 23) were:
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1. Due to the complexity of both the control and data processing software,
only limited assurance can be obtained from end-to-end testing. It is also
difficult to produce appropriate models (hardware ‘phantoms’) for testing
due to the difficulty in simulating a complex biological system.

2. The data from the camera is essentially separate and is typically available
in a format that can be processed by any nuclear medical image processing.
In consequence, the gamma camera and the software can be considered
separately.

Naturally, the camera can be considered as an instrument it its own right,
but this is not considered further here.

3. Yes, similar instruments are available for which some reliability data is
available.

4. An error log is available from the bug-fix information sent out by the
software supplier.

5. False measurements are certainly possible. For instance, if the patient
moves and the operator fails to take this into account, the image processing
software could fail to locate the kidney correctly.

6. The operator interface is complex and only suitably trained staff can
operate the equipment.

Issues arising from the risk assessment questions (see page 33) were as
follows:

• At worst, an instrument malfunction could cause inappropriate treatment
to the patient.

• The gamma camera performs some built-in tests, but the software does
not.

• The control functions cannot be effectively protected against operator
error. (Hence the need for skilled operators.)

• The computation is complex and non-linear. The final calculation after
the image processing uses differences and requires that the initial data
points are heavily smoothed to avoid numerical instabilities.

• It is unclear how robust the software is with regard to issues like numerical
overflow.

For this example, the Software Integrity is taken as Level 4. SIL3 may be
more realistic. A drug infusion pump connected to a patient on an Intensive Care
Unit would certainly be SIL4, but the software contained would be probably
100 times less complex than taht described above and would also probably have
hardware interlocks to prevent catastrophic failure. On balance, therefore, SIL
4 is thus considered reasonable for the measurement of mean renal transit time.

Issues arising from the general software questions (see page 37) were as
follows:
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• An independently specified file format is available which allows a user or
manufacturer to test the software without the use of the gamma camera.

The questions concerning software development cannot usually be answered,
since the information available is from a user.

Issues arising from the Software Integrity Level 1 questions (see page 38)
were as follows:

• There is an error log and evidence of clearance of errors.

• It is unclear how the exact version of the software is identified (which is
non-trivial due to updates being applied by users). The Notifying Body
oversight should check for this.

Issues arising from the Level 2 questions (see page 39) were as follows:

• No information available.

Issues arising from the Level 3 questions (see page 39) were as follows:

• No information available.

Issues arising from the Level 4 questions (see page 40) were as follows:

• No information available.

The Software Engineering techniques listed in this Guide were applied as
follows (little information is available at this point):

Software inspection: (see page 41.) —

Component testing: (see page 43.) —

Regression testing: (see page 45.) —.

Validation suite: (see page 46.) Accredited testing to be undertaken under
[COST B2].

System-level testing: (see page 47.) —.

Numerical stability: (see page 48.) —.

Mathematical specification: (see page 50.) —.

Formal Specification: (see page 51.) —.

Independent audit: (see page 52.) As part of type approval.

Stress testing: (see page 52.) —

Static analysis: (see page 53.) —

Reference test sets: (see page 54.) —

Back-to-back testing: (see page 56.) —

Conclusions

The risk analysis shows that there is a moderate risk of inappropriate treatment
should the complex software produce an incorrect result. The ability to test the
software by means of ‘software phantoms’ has led to a proposal to develop a
formal certification process for this type of medical software [COST B2].
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records, 39
reference software, 57
reference test sets, 37, 54, 65
regression testing, 37, 39, 45, 46, 65,

68
regulation, 34
reliability, 24, 36, 38

repeatability, 46
reproducibility, 46
review, 41
risk assessment, 4, 18, 33
rounding errors, 40

safety, 4, 36
science, 50
security, 6, 38, 39
SMART, 9
software engineering, 25
software inspection, 37, 39, 43
software integrity level, 3, 37, 38
spreadsheet, 46, 59
standard deviation, 58
statement testing, 37, 40, 43
static analysis, 37, 40, 53
stress testing, 37, 40, 52, 65
structural decay, 40, 59
structural testing, 37, 39, 43
support, 60
system testing, 37, 65, 68

test planning, 38
TickIT, 26
training, 24, 38
type-approval, 7

UKAS, 7, 47
unstable, 58
usability, 38, 60
usage, 18, 33

version number, 37
video, 53
visibility, 20, 38

water meters, 7
weighing machines, 7, 62
WELMEC, 7, 18

zero divide, 34
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